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Foreign languages 
CQuld be. history 
in B.S. program 
by Kendra Panton 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Should it stay or should it go. 
The issue of whether to keep 
the foreign language require-
ment still has not been resolved, 
but faculty and administers 
have been working overtime to 




However, Astro says he will 
never approve eliminating the 
requirement for bachelor of arts 
students. 
Although the requirement 
issue seems to-have been gen er-· 
ated by the budget cuts, Bryan 
insists the issue would have 
risen anyway. 
R 0 b e r t 'We have not found the Br y an 
caused a stir resources to enhance the 
















TKE brother Keith Ferguson takes the plunge Saturday during the Big Bubba belly 
flop contest at Anchor Splash. Sig Ep ended up winning the contest. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE) 
UCF Provost re qui re-
of the re-
quirement. ------------ · ment in or-
Critics of the requirement say 
there are too many students in 
the department and not enough 
facilities to accommodate them, 
with most of the faculty consist-
ing of adjuncts. 
der to give 
each student the basics of a for-
eign language, they say the re-
sources are not readily avail-
able. 
Funeral home picked for center 
UCF wants to turn funeral home into downtown center 
"We have not found the re-
sources to enhance the require-
ment," said RichardAstro, UCF 
Provost. 
Astro says the requirement 
can only be resolved in one of 
two ways; either keeping the 
requirement but enhancing it, 
which would require taking 
funds out of other departments; 
or eliminating the requirement 
for bachelor of science students 
and thus leaving it up to the 
"Academically, it is a good 
requirement and good for 
the students. The question 
lies with whether we have 
the resources right now," 
Astro said. 
Therefore, meetings will con-
tinue to be held and a decision 
will be made soon. 
About six years ago, UCF was 
one of the 1ast universities to 
require BA students to fulfill 
three semesters of a foreign lan-
guage and BS students to fulfi.11 
two semesters. 
by Cindy Barth 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF hopes to tum a funeral home into a 
down town center soon, according to interim presi-
dent Robert Bryan. 
The Orlando City Council will vote next Mon-
day whether to transfer the Carey Hand Funeral 
Home property from the city to the state. UCF, as 
a state agency, could then use the property for a 
new center. 
Mayor Bill Frederick has told the university 
he favors giving the property to UCF for a down-
town facility. 
Bryan said the process will take a while be-
cause of the various steps involved. 
''If the council approves the transfer, we have to go 
to the Board of Regents to amend our Public Educa-
tion Capital Outlay," Bryan said. 'We estimate it will 
cost approximately 1 million dollars to renovate." 
Dr. Tom Shostak, vice president and director of 
the Orlando Area Programs, is headingthe project. 
He said it will likely be completed by July 1993. 
''I have estimated it will take six to ·eight 1)'.lonths 
· to prep the building before construction begiris, then 
another year of construction," he said. 
Shostak said the center will house those 'offices 
and-activities that relate to the downtown area, 
such as Continuing Education, Real Estate Man-
agement and the Shakespeare Festival. 
CAB snags next 'Tonight Show' host for Homecoming 
by Jennifer Schutte 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Heeeeeerrrrre's Jaaaaaaaay Leno!!! . 
No, it's not the "Tonight Show." It's not a Dorito 
.commercial eitner. It's the-UCF Homecoming-concert:' 
This year's show, sponso~ed by the Campus Activi-
ties Board, will star the man who will replace Johnny 
Carson next year. Leno will perform at 9 p.m. N ov.1 at 
the UCF Arena. 
The money for the homecoming shows comes out of 
the student activity and service fees that all students 
pay. · 
However, students will still have to p.ay $ 7 for the 
show, even th_ougq Leno came at a.relatively good 
price. lh years pa-st, students haven't had to pay for 
the show. 
The bid for Leno was sent in last summer, according_ 
to members of the CAB Homecoming Committee. The 
;, negotiations have been going on ever since then as the 
agents finalized the date, time and price of the show. 
The contract was signed only recently. 
'We provide weekly entertainment," said Mike 
Wotherspoon, CAB cinema director. Most other uni-
versity students have to pay for everything, added 
Czajkowski. The money raised from this event will be 
put back into the fund for the spring concert. 
CAB is even considering the possibility ofhavingtwo 
spring concerts. 
Past UCF homecomings have featured Joan Jett, 
who charged $35,000, and Taylor Dayne, who cost UCF 
$50,000. 
) "It goes back and forth a lot," said Danielle 
') 
Czajkowski. 
Leno's contract was set for about $40,000, which 
includes agent fees. 
''That was pretty cheap," Czajkowski said. She com-
pared it to when Leno performed in University of 
Florida's "Gator Growl" a few years back for $50,000. 
For the Leno concert, faculty and alumni will pay 
$10. Students will be limited to bringing one guest per 
person. Tickets for guests cost $15. 
Because of limited seating in the Arena, CAB will 
not advertise off campus. 
Jay Leno will perform at UCF on Nov.1 at the 
UCF Arena for Homecoming. (courtesy!) 
----- - - CLASSIFIEDS-page ~ 1 - . -- -- - -- - , :.'.~~ - -- . ·: --~----
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• Your choice of either a, blazing 25MHz or 33MHz 80386DX processor 
• 2MB RAM with a 25MHz 80386 or 
4MB RAM and 64K cache with a 33MHz 80386 
• SuperVGA monitor (1024x768 resolution) and video card (512K on the card) 
• A whopping 125MB harddrive _ 
• Both 1.44MB 3.5" and 1.2MB 5.25" floppy drives 
• A full set of ports: 1 parallel, 2 serial, and 1 game 
• 5 drive bays-- 3 of which are open for peripherals like a tape backup 
• 8 expansion slots inside-- 5 of which are open for LAN cards, 3270 emulatio~ 
cards, or the anything you want · 
• 200W power supply (industrial strength!) 
· • Digital Research DOS 5.0 
25Jl19lz-$2,081 SS<.ll19lz-$2,37 6 
Creative 486~25 an4 486-l~ 
. \ . ' 
• Your choice of either a blazing 25MHz or 33MHz 80386DX processor 
• 4MB RAM and 64K Cache with both processors · · 
• SuperVGA monitor (1024x768 resolution) and video card (512K on the card) 
• A whopping 12SMB harddrive 
• Both 1.44MB 3.5" and 1.2MB 5.25" floppy drives 
• A full set of ports: 1 parallel, 2 serial, and 1 game 
• Tower case that can go on the floor and out of the way 
• 8 drive bays--5 of whith 'are open for peripherals like a CD-ROM and tape backup 
• 8 expansion slots inside-- 5 of which are open for LAN cards, 3270 emulation 
cards, SoundBlaster™, and anything else 
• 230W power supply (heavy duty!) 
• Digital Research DOS 5.0 
25Jl19l~-$3,034 
Digital Research DOS 5.0 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 
Spinnaker PFS: Window Works 
Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0 
AMI AMIDiag 3.15 
AMI AMICache 1.0 
·AMI EMS emulation 1.0 









00 0 illy_~ l 4_3 
$ 69 .00 with the purchase of any system 
$ 49.00 
$933.00 
The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. We are open 8:30arn to 5:00pm Monday through Thursday, 8:30am to 4:00pm on Friday. We accept 
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2,000 students speak out on cuts through letters 
. ' 
Deputy Kevin Rowe sits atop h!s police ~orse, 5-year-old 
Bear, at the Crime Awareness Expo. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTl_JRE) 
~~a®©@~~ll ©~rMJr¥>lW® !Mlaooa®troow 
Holy Eucharist, Rite II 
Noon Wednesday, Room 214 
STUDENT CENTE;R 
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND 
AND PARTICIPATE 
Fr. Ashmun Brown, Episcopal Chaplain 823-2482 
''fllnat tfoes it profit a man t.o gain tfie wfw(e worU fut ~er tfie fuss of eternal fife? 
th~, Arbors & Hickory Glen 
From $70's - Low $100's . 
The Arbors; 657-0722 or 657-2644 
Hickory Glen; 366-1707 
IOam -7pm Daily P&OB 
$aid. by Rebecca Falcon 
STAFF REPORTER Yet, the most common concern students ex-
pressed was the fear of not being able to graduate 
About 2,000 UCF students joined together on time. 
Wednesday to fight the education budget cuts by Greg Wheeler, a senior studying zoology,. said 
signing letters to state senators. he was forced to drop out of school for a semester 
During the five-hour campaign sponsored by because of his own financial problems. 
Student Government, stu- · "Now I may not be able 
dents, staff and faculty all tograduateduetothefinancial 
signed letters of complaint ---"WJthout education, problem~ UCF is facing," 
about the budget cuts. - Wheeler said. "It's going to 
"Mostpeoplewalkedbythe we're nowhere." takemeatleastanextrayear." 
tables with apathy until we · Another senior, Eric Couture, 
told them what we were do- said the budget cuts put an 
ing," said Bob R. Cherry, SG - Doug Matthews increased pressure on students · 
attorney general. UCF freshman to finish school as quickly as 
, "Once we .told them· what · possibletoavoidhavingtoface 
we were doing, they were ea- '· more sevei:e cuts. 
ger to sign letters." ----------- The letter writing campaign 
Most students welcomed the chance to take a was a state wide project that all Florida universi-
stand against the budget cuts. tie_s took part in. . 
''Wi~houteducation, we'renowhere,"saidDoug Chris Marlin_, SG public relations direc-
Matthews, a UCF freshman. tor, organized the campaign for the UC F 
"Politicians are concentrating on giviTig campus. 
money 'to the elderly because that's what Mar4n said more students participated in th ~ 
keeps them in offic~." five hou~ campaign than they did in the three day 
Other students showed concern for the lack of UCF senate elections. 
growth these cuts will inflict on UCF. Tom Leek, SG director of legislative af-
Sam Waters,aseniormajoringin legal studies f~irs, prepared the letters for students to 
and radiology, said he would like to see more sign. 
money to allow a larger number of incoming Onepartofthelettersaid: "Cuttingthebudget 
students. , of our growing school system is like supply]ng 
"I have a younge:r brother and I would hate cigarettes to a small child . 
for. him to be the 1,001 of only the 1,000 stu- . They both stunt growth and the effects are 
dents that are accepted due to budget cuts," he irreversible and the loss can never be recovered." 
Mark Do.goli, student government vice president, and Ana Bugadadi encourage students to 
petition against education budget cuts, by signing a letter to senators. (Charles K. Morrow1FUTURE) 
STUDENT 
·LEGAL SERVICES 
- - ~ ~ I:"!'.. -









STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS 
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH 
AS LANDLORD{I'ENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, 
TRAFFIC & UNCON1ESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED 
STUDENTS CAN RE~EIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRE-
SENTATION FREE OF CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: .-~ g CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210, m MONDAY-FRIDAY8AM-5PM 
.......,. ... _.. ..... 
, Write a letter OR 
write a lot of 
letters together to . · 
form sentences, 
paragraphs and a 
Letter to the 
l;ditor. Submit it 
to The Central 
Florida Future 
and we'll be 
happy to print it. 
4 The Central Florid~Eutur.e October 8, 1991 
WOOF!! 
Fist fight, vandalism plague 
.SAE fraternity brothers, house 
by Sandra Pedicini 
STAFF REPORTER 
' ' 
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon· house has been the 
site of three police incidents in one week. 
One UCF student was attacked by 
two others at 1 :15 a.m. Sept. 28, accor~d-
. mg-to..a~J.ice..:reimrt. --
brothers. 
Lawhon, an SAE member, said Denault was 
trespassing on ·SAE property. 
He said Denault and Botyos grabbed each 
other at the same time after Denault was told 
twice that he was trespassing and would 
have to leave. Lawton said that he got 
involved in the fight when he stepped 
Thomas Denault~ 21, told poBce that 
he had been at the SAE heuse talking to 
someone when SAE member Dav.e 
,.,... ____ __,,_, _ etween the tFo_ to try a~d prevent 
e~a them from fighting more. . . 
"It lasted no more than five seconds," 
he said. "It was nothing that I'd can a 
fight ... Now he's decided he's going to 
make a ruckus about it. 
Lattick came up to him and accused him 
of vandalizing his room. Michael 
Lawhon,21,andKennyBotyos,21,thenbeganto 
fight with him. Botyos grabbed him in the throat, 
and both Botyos and Lawhon hit him in the face, 
he said. 
Botyos declined to comment until he could talk 
to Denault. 
Charles G. Menard and his K-9, MWD Kastor, were part of 
the Rape Awareness Week program. (John Rivera/FUTURE) 
Denault suffered bruises in his face and went 
to the UCF health center for treatment, the 
report said. 
Denault, who is a member of the national SAE 
charter but not the UCF chapter, said he was 
invited to an SAE party by some of the fraternity 
On Oct. 1, members found orange paint on the 
lion statute and on the.sidewalk in front of the 
SAEhouse.Also,aresidentofthehouse,Jonathan 
Brooks, found the antenna broken off his car. 
SAE members feel that both incidents were 
. pranks played by other fraternities, police reports 
said. 
Thief snags Taco Bell deposit at Research Park Barnett Bank 
by Sandra Pedicini 
STAFF REPORTER 
A Taco Bell employee was robbed at gunpoint shortly 
after midnight on Wednesday while depositing the 
restaurant's earnings at the night drop at Barnett 
Bank. 
The bank is located at 11800 Research Parkway, 
about a mile away from UCF. 
An Orange County Sheriff's Department report gave 
the following account of what happened: 
Angelle Daley, 26, drove up to the night drop and 
opened her door to make the deposit when she noticed 
a shadow to her left. She turned around and saw a man 
who placed a semi-automatic pistol against her head 
. and said, "Come on." 
Daley handed the man the deposit bag, which con- Tedisco and that Tedisco told Daley not to tell the 
tained the evening's receipts. sheriffs office how much money was stolen. 
The man took the bag and ran. When told about the contents of ·the sheriff's 
The suspect was described as a black male, report, Tedisco said it was company policy nQt to 
19-21 years -old, 160-165 po.unds and about 5- discuss crimes involving the restaurants. -
feet 10 inches high. He wa.s wearing blue jeans, . Daley had no comment. 
a gray hooded sweatshirt and a blue T-shirt Jim Solomons, Orange County Sherjft's Depart-
around his face. ment public information officer, said the incident 
Daley worked at the Taco Bell on the corner of should serve as a reminder.to students. If they want 
Alafaya Trail and Colonial Drive. The store's man- to use an automatic te1ler machine or a night deposit, 
ager, Augie Tedisco, said she quit last Tuesday he said, they should try to use one that is in a well-
night. populated·area. 
"I do not know anything about a robbery," .Tedisco "I would refrain from using one that is in a remote 
said. He also said he didn't know anything about area or faraway place," he said. 
missing money. If i~ is necessary to make a deposit at night, more 
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Splash features Big Bubba Belly F~ops for charity 
by Kendra Panton 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Thisyear'sAnchorSplash,held 
by Delta Gamma to raise money 
for charity, ended on Saturday 
aft.era week of competitions among 
the fraternities. 
Overall winn~rs were Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, first place; Phi Delta 
Theta, second place;-and Alpha 
Tau Omega, third . 
Anchor Splash, which raises 
money for Delta Gamma's philan-
thropies, Aid to the Blind and Sight 
Conservation, is a series of con-
. tests between the fraternities 
throiighout the week. 
A Splash Serenade washeldon 
Wednesday in which each frater-
nity performed acts Ilke line danc-
ing, serenading and reciting po-
ems. 
The Mr. Anchor Splash pag-
eantwasFriday. Contestantsfrom 
each fraternity dressed up· like 
King N~ptune and petformed a 
talent Thewinnerreceivedascep-
ter and won the honor of officially 
announcing the beginning of 
Saturday's pool games. -
Joanne Arnett of Delta Gamma and members from the A~'"'~3 Tau Omega fraternity 
compete in the synchronized swim Saturday· at Anchor Splash. (John Rivera1FuTUREJ 
These games, which were held 
atthe UCFpoo1, were particularly 
popular as people watched events 
like the Big Bubba Belly Flop, the 
200 medley relay, the 50-yard 
freestyle, the Tasmanian woo-hoo 
(a type of obstacle course inside 
the · pool), and the synchronized 
-.(. ,":;, . . ~ ~ ' <~ w . ~<~t ~~ 'or.~..::: ··* v ... ' t.'~ 
IS BACK! 
Come Out of Your Shell 
and Be a Star! 
Tuesdays, Octobers & 15, 9 p.m. 
Sign ups begin 6 p.m. at Jessica's 
First prize: ·Trip for 2 to Hawaii. 
swimming event . points in their own buckets or 
The events that raised the drop silver or paper money for 
most money were the sale ofT- negative points in their oppo-
shirtsandthepennydrops.Each nents buckets. The penny drop 
fraternity ·had a bucket. They raised $1,057 for their philan-
could drop pennies for positive thropy . 
Presented by 
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Green poolbaftles lJCF officials 
by Jim Poppino 
CENTRAL FLORIDA F.UTURE 
In ''The Great Gatsby," the 
color green symbolizes money 
and envy. · 
Recently, it was also the color 
ofUCF's pool. 
The campus pool had to be 
the uniforms of ROTC students 
who were trainin'g in the pool 
had caused the unusual color-
ing. However, after the pool had 
been cleaned, the water turned 
green a ·second time. Again the 
pool was cleaned, and again the 
greenish tinge returned. 
chlorine was added but to no 
·avail. The UCF water depart-
ment determined that the cause 
of the coloring was not an algae 
growth, and that no one really 
knows what it is or what is caus-
ing it, according to Loren 
Knutson, director ofrecreational 
services. ''The water-in the pool 
was never unsafe ·chemically, 
the hazard was.that the bottom 
· closed .Sept. 26-30 because the 
water had turned green. Why 
the water changed colors has 
not been determined. 
At first only the deep end of 
the pool had been closed be-
cause the-bottom was· not vis- -
ible. Eventually, the entire pool 
was closed so it could be cleaned 
and vacuumed. 
of the pool couldn;tbe.seen,"he- . , 
said. · 
The water in the pool had 
turned green during the third 
week of September. Originally, 
it was believed that the dye in 
Over the course of two weeks 
the . pool and its filters were 
cleaned three times. Additional 
The pool was reopened Oct. 1 
after the cleaning was finished. 
The total cost of the cleanup has 
not yet been determined. 
Foreign students share cultures 
22 countries will be represented at UCF's International fair 
by Josiah Baker 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The International Students Association is or-
. ganizing a fair to celebrate the 46th anniversary 
of the United Nations. 
The second annual fair is scheduled from 10 a.m. 
to2p.m. Oct. 24in the Student Center Auditorium.This 
year, 22 countries will be represented in the fair. 
Last year, the association had 19 countries 
with representatives from each country adorned 
in their traditional dress. ISAPresident]\fofaddal 
Bootwala, a freshman from the College of Busi-
ness, said, "Student Government is trying to 
help. Our purpose is to spread the cultures of the 
world here at UCF." 
"""""""""'""'""""""'"""""'""""""""""! 




Bootwala'also said the association is hoping to 
get $900 from Student Government to help make 
the event possible. 
Other student associations such as the Ma-
laysian, Korean, Indian, Caribbean, Chinese 
and the Hispanic American Student Associa-
tion will be joining the ISA in .a cooperative 
effort to spread the message of cultural aware-
ness and diversity. 
Each country represented will have a stand 
with information provided by the tourist bur ea us 
of their home nations. Food and drink from each 
nation will be available as well. 
UCFhas ~total of587 international students. 
A total of 80 countries alone are represented, 
according to enrollment statistics. 
199i.(f 12R2m~ T u 19921j:2n29BW.3msu1J 
.Now guess 
which one 
will be raped 
this year. 
n'!'Li?>h~1~ it . !.\e '•il!-t:?ii'; ., r:.t-c-;.<i;:iiJa • ~1::l7lo'l'Li!:n . s 1:1 : t<t-1:~1.r<oi;:.1, ·€iln!l:Tt.:H 
17lemftLl'f. ili~Dfll:l ! t'l ·1 t~:1.l,), <n'• flf;t~lit!J~··- H~~;i;U) ;:l' lllllfillllilf.ll.'I l!!!li ~W!.t 
[] ~ITJ[IJ@J ll 
One out of six college 
women will be sexually· 
assaulted this year. 
But you can change 
the odds of it 
happening. Simply by 
trying to avoid 
situations that leave 
you or your friends 
vulnerable. 
For starters, follow 
security measures. 
Don't prop resi<:f ence 
hall doors open. Walk 
with friend after dark. 
And be aware-that 
date rape is a major 
problem on college 
campuses. With many 
of these rapes 
involving drinking. 
Then share these facts 
with six of your 
friends. And maybe 
none of them will be 
· become another 
statistic. 
© 1990 Rape Treatment 
Center, Santa Monica 
Hospital. 
it11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111C 
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY 
INC. 
XI IOTA CHAPTER · 
1991 
MISS 




Ms. Sherry Biggers 
Ms. Erica Brown 
Ms. Fabienne Francois 
Ms. Ingar Johnson 
Ms. Natalie Lamarque 
Ms. Sharon Lawson 
Ms. Regina Padgett 
Ms. Claudine Powell 
Ms. Kyra Soriano 
Ms. LaShawn Sutton 
THURSDAY, OCT08ER 10, 1991 
7:00 P.M. 
U.C.F. MUSIC REHEARSAL HALL 
DON'T MISS THE 
"NIGHT OF EGYPTIAN PARADISE!" 
HELP TAKE A BITE 
McGruff (Joe Rodriguez) tells Kalmin Fullard to take a 
bite out of crime at the fair Wednesday. (Laura Warder/FUTURE) 
.~~~~--'--"--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
COLLEGE MONEY FOR TlfE ASKING 
Millions of dollars worth of scholarships and grants g'l unclaimed 
yearly because people don't know they exist. We are a Florida 
based couipany s~ in matching students with oollege 
money. Apply now for upcoming~ ••••• 
=--~ 
~
Most funding does not require proof of need 
or scholastic accomplishment 
Application is easy and inexpensive - intToductori 
offer only $59.00, reg $79.00 (limited time oiJ/y) 
We offeT a full money back guaranty! 
Call NOW and askforafree brochun 
Manatee Business Services, Inc. 800-772-4803 
2175 Shad Court. Naples, Fl. 33962 
COST CUTTERS® 
PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER 
UNIVERSITY BLVD. & DEAN RD. 
(679-6766) 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Monday-Friday 9am-8pm 
Saturday 9am-6pm 
Sunday · 12 Noon-6pm 
r-----T----~-r-----, I . 1$19.95 Perm or I 15% off all I 
1 $6.95 Haircut I B9dy Wave I Paul M itch ell I 
I 1- Appt. re~om. I & Nexxus I 
I (reg. $7.95) I Long hair & specialty I Haircare Products I 
no appt. needed Wraps slightly extra I 
: Good through : Good through 1 Good through : I 10/22191 w/coupon I 10/22191 w/coupon I 10/22191 w/coupon I 
I COST CUTTERS" • COST CUTTERS' I COST CUTTERS" I 












) President's Dining Room. 
I will feature: 
• A panel to discuss issues re-
lated to alcohol. 
• !nformation given out on the 
Division of Student Affairs and its 
policies. 
• A chance for student leaders 
and representatives to speak 
about the activities their organi-
zations are involved with. 
• Free food and drinks! 
UCF's Moshe Pell i, second row center, joins scholars 
from around the world at Oxford U. 
•GET A GRIP 
The Cinematography Associa-
tion welcomes Hollywood grip • PELLI WENT 
UCF Judaic studies profes-
sor Moshe Pelli was among 
several scholars invited to at-
tend the recent International 
Inter-Disciplinary Conference 
on the accomplishments / of 
writer Peretz Smolenskin. 
The conference was held 
at Oxford University on the 
150th a·nniversary of 
Smolenski n's birt h , and 
scholars from around the 
world presented papers on 
the 19th century Hebrew au-
thor. 
• FREE SEMINAR Anthony Katona to Tuesday's 
The UCF chemistry depart- meeting which will be held from 
ment is sponsoring a seminar on 5:30-7 p.m. in Room 110 of PC-2. 
"The Initial Chemical Events in Katona has been a g·rip in 
Photosynthesis," at 4 p.m. · Hollywood for many yea:s. He 
Wednesday in Room 208 ·of the al~o owns an~ operates his _own 
Chemistry Building. The seminar ~nptruckthat 1s used extensively 
will feature Dr. Mike Zernerofthe in Atlanta and Orlando. 
University of Florida. Everyone is For inf9rmation on. th.e Cin-
invited to attend. ematography Assoc1at1on or 
Katona, contact Robin Cowie at 
• SEATS TO GRAB 
The University Honors Program 
will hold Advisory Committee elec-
tions at the Honors Symposium at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in the Music Re-
ext. 4143. 
• INVENTORS 
• MTV COMEDY · hearsal Hall. 
The UCF Small Business De-
velopment Center is offering two 
roundtable sessions this week in 
the Business Administration MTV comedians will per- 'Electoral seats up for grabs are: 
form a double feature begin- . education,engineerirg,businessand 
ning at 9 p. m. Tuesday at the · at-large. Honors students are invited 
Wild Pizza as part of CAB's to participate in the symposium as 
Tuesday Night Live series. both candidates and voters. 
Jonathan Solomon, who 
hosted MTV's "Awake on the 
Wi ld Side," and Elon Gold 
fro m MTV's "Half Hour Com-
edy Hour" will perform for stu-
dents who have a validated 
ID. 
•TABLE FUN 
Food, fun and drinks will be 
just part of the Knig ht' s 
Roundtable Meeting discussing 
alcohol and student organizations 
from 4 - 6 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Building. . 
• "Requirements for Financing," 
lasting from f - 4 p.m. Wednes-
day, teaches methods for deter-
mining funding potential and 
evaluati og fi nance sources and 
your company's financial perfor- , 
mance. The session is free. 
• "Product Innovation ," from 9 -
noon Thursday, is designed ex-
clusively for inventors and pro-
ST CES EEDED • 
Open Positions in 
-S udent Government 
PPLY 
NOW! 
Three (3) Justices & Two (2) 
Alternate Justices needed. 
Justices on the Judicial Council 
participate in: 
• Disciplinary Hearjngs 
• Student Government Cases 
• Other J udicial. Functions 
Contact Brian Handshuh at@ 823- 2191 or 
'l~ stop by Student Government for an!A. 
m application for ~ppointment. ~ 
-
"" e~ - ... ~ 
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vides basic information for mov-
ing your product from the draw-
ing board to the marketplace. 
This session costs $15. 
Call the SBDC for information 
or counseling services at ext. 
2796. 
•STUDENT LEADERS 
Nomination forms for mem-
bership in Omicron Delta Kappa 
National Leadership Honor Soci-
ety are available at AD 282 (Stu-
dent Affairs) and at the Student 
Center main desk. The forms 
must be turned in by Friday. 
Juniors, seniors and graduate 
students who have demonstrated 
leadership in university life and 
who academically rank in the 
upper 35 percent of their college 
are eligible to apply. 
Any resident of Orange 
County is eligible to enter the 
contest, which is designed to 
promote voter registration and 
turnout fort he 1992 elections. 
Entries should be submit-
ted on letter-sized paper with 
your name, address and tele-
phone number. They should 
be mailed to Betty Carter, su-
pervisor of elections, 119 West 
Kaley St., Orlando, FL32806. 
Slogans will be judged on 
originality and motivational 
value. 
• HOW TO BE NICE 
A conference to teach stu-
dents, volunteers and employ-
ees the nuts and bolts of pub-
lic relations will be held Tues-
day at the Orlando Central 
Florida Safety Council Build-
• SEX THERAPIST ing. 
Michael Freeny, sex therapist, "Effective Public Relations 
will present a workshop titled from A to Z," taught by local 
"When Passion Fades: Restor- public relation professionals 
ing the Glow" from 7 - 8:30 p.m. and sponsored by the Volun-
Tuesday at the University Behav-· teer Center of Central.Florida, 
ioral Center, 2500 Discovery Drive. · will cover such topics as: 
Recapture. the feelings of ex- • Writi111g speeches and bro-
citement, anticipation and inti- chures . 
macy that you first shared with . • Successfully reaching the 
your partner. Learn how, to un- media. 
lock those desi res and revitalize • Obtaining corporate spon-
your current relationship. sorships. · 
Check-in for the workshop is at • Planning special events. 
6:45 p.m. For additional details, Tickets are $50 and include 
contact Karla Brunig at 281-7000. a continental breakfast and 
•VOTE SLOGANS 
The Orange County voter slo-
gan contest is underway, and 
any slogans or artwork may be 
submitted until Oct. 15. 
an afternoon snack. Registra-
tion begins at 8 a.m. and one-
hour sessions run until 5_p-.m. 
To register early, call Ginger 
Bowman of the Volunteer 
Center at 896-0945. 
• ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• ·1 
• 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT• 
: WITH THIS AD : 
: .HAIRSTYLING ._ 9 .. 95 :
1 
: " STYLE CUT _ ., : 
• • • • 
0 
, PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS 
• W ALMART CENTER • • 10661 E. COL. DR. 
• .. 
APPT. OR WALK IN• 
282-1754. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Artists tmilsfonn Ocala Forest into sculpture gallery 
by Jennifer Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
Several sculptors put their 
art on display in the Ocala Na-
tional Forest last week. 
Ella Delaney, Rick Delaney 
and Mike Flanagan chose the 
forest as the setting_ of their 
exhibit for several reasons. 
They said they feel the natu-
ral beauty of the forest makes a 
good back drop and provides 
variables that are not avairable 
in a gallery. 
They also said they wanted a 
place where anything can hap-
pen and did not feel this could 
be obtained in a gallery where. 
everything is roped off. 
The students said they feel 
that the climate and wildlife of 
the forest offer the perfect set-
ting for their sculptures. 
Mike Flanagan, a UCF alum-
nus, explains why he felt the 
... ,----------..... 
Driving a lemon of 
a car? Let us sell it 
for ·you -
and start sporting 
the car of your 
dreams. 
Advertise loOar ln 
Tn~ f uturr. Cla~~ifiert~. 
-=---------1 
~vou CAN'T 
LIVE ON . 
HOPED 
· You hope this guy is 
finally th~ right.guy~ 
· You hope this time· she 
just iT'light be the one. 
And you both hope the 
other one is not infected 
wi~h the AIDS virus. 
Of course you could 
ask. But your partner 
might not know. That's 
becou!J0 it's possible to 
carry the A.IDS virus ·for 
many years without 
fn0v.1i~~g anvsymp1 oms 
The only ·""·ay ·i·o 
prevent g~tting 
infected is ta protei:~t 
yourself. Sta:t using 
condoms. Every time. 
Al Os 
Ask h!m to 
1 use them. 
If he says no, 
so can you. t 
I' 
If ·you think you I 
c~n 't get it you're j 
dead wrong. 
'-------·----~ 
exhibit should be in the forest: 
"The forest is like a gallery. 
Everything is moving and 
alive. It really is a spiritual 
place. It gives you a different 
feeling when you go through 
it." 
The exhibit, which will be on 
display until Nov. 16, is set up 
along the 66-mile spur trail in 
the Ocala National Forest. 
''We hiked the trail and de-
cided it was the best spot," 
Flanagan said. 
The . sculptures are sugges-
tive and made out of organic 
materials. There are 15 sculp-
tures in the exhibit. 
"Our sculptures are aboµt 
change and vulnerability," said 
Ella Delaney,. a senior fine arts 
major. 
According to Flanagan, the 
exhibit celebrates the forest. It 
allows for a different relation-
ship between the art, viewer 
and environment. 
_"Our work is not . pointiJ:!g 
finge..rs or condemning anyone," 
Flanagan said. · 
Ella Delaney feels that the . 
forest is now ''better than ever 
because of people." . 
The forest, in its 83-year his-
tory, has been subject to oil drill-
ing, lumbering, hunting and 
deliberate burning. 
She said this is an excellent 
example of the relationship 
man has with the environ-
ment. 
"The forest has survived and 
is beautiful in spite of this," she 
said. 
Flanagan said the forest is a 
perfect example ofbowman and 
forest can coexist together. 
11When we leave you won't 
even know we were there. We 
believe the forest should be 
taken care of and cherished by 
.everyone," Flanagan said. 
This art sculpture, by UCF student Ella Del_aney, is 
displayed at Ocala National Forest. (courtesy/Art department) 
. CRE 
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14" VGA Color Monitor 
.. ... 
.. ::.::) ::: ... . :::.:·:·::::;.;.::::·::::.:::::;:;:·'.·'.·'.·'.·'.·'.·'.¥ \ .. · ... 
)~e~,[1~1~,~~~tfnp 
2MBRAM 
40MB Hard Drive 
$ 2,452 IBM Mouse 
IBM DOS 5.00 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 
- -
Three slots free! 
14" VGA Color Monitor 
·. 2MBRAM 
40MB Hard Drive 
·IBM Mouse 
IBM DOS 5.00 
.. .... '~ \ 
b¢ 
·,, ~~ . .=o . 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 
. ~, . 
. . - . ~ . $ 2 730 
Compati.ble with P~/ A~ expansion "~ ' · 
cards--Just plug them m! ~ · 
. ~~"; 
' -
· Five slots free! 
. 
VGA, floppy, and harddrive 
controllers on the mother 
board 
The UCF Computer Store is located across from CESA I and II, next to Biology. Our hours are Monday to Thursday, 8:30am to S:OOpm, and Friday , 8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept cash , personal 
• • checks (up to $200), cashier's checks, VISA, and MasterCard . Financing is available through the UCF Credit Union. Phone numbers: Store 823-5603, IBM Sales 823-5226. 
.·-.... 
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,pay or stay home, 
CAB gives students 
no choice for Leno 
U CF should beanucleusofexci.tement, parties and overall thrills as the Homecoming season approaches. · • 
But alas, the Campus Activities Board has let the 
students down once again. 
One school-sponsored and.(might we emphasize) 
STUDENT-FUNDED event is suppooed to be the 
Homecoming Concert, which has traditionally been 
the highlight ofHomecoming Week 
The Homecoming Concert is scheduled for 9 p.m. 
on Nov. 1. This year's featured artist is ... drumroll 
please ... Jay Leno, that wild, wacky Doritoo guy who 
harbors hopes of being the next Carson. DOn't mark 
the calendar just yet. 
The :financial geniuses over at CAB arranged the 
showforthelowpriceof$40,000. Once again, faithful 
tuihon-paying.stUdents, this money will be, or was, 
taken from.the Activities and Service fees whichALL 
students pay EVERY semest.er. Sounds good so far, 
right?Wrong. 
Here's the hit.ch. To attend the gala-event, each 
studentmust pay$.7,facultyandalumni will contrib-
ute $10 and non-student guests will pay $15. 
That's right students, if you want to attend this 
event you'll have to spend more of th6se hard-earned 
dollars you earned slaving away at McDonald's. In 
effect you'll have to pay for somethingyolJ.'ve already 
paid for when you paid your tuition. 
Now the $7 student ticket price may seem to be a 
pittance when compared to attending a cqncert at a 
non-subsidired location, but you must keep in mind 
that in the past the concerts have been FREE. 
Let us review Homecoming from years past: 
In 1986 the Beach Boys played.AFTER the game 
at the Citrus Bowl. The next year so did Air Supply. 
Couldn't Jay play the Citrus Bowl? Wouldn't it hold 
the ENTIRE student body? 
The· 1989 Joan Jett Concert on the Green cost 
$35,000, but no one had to pay. Last year's Taylor 
Dayne showwentfor $50,000 and, surprise surprise, 
no one had to dish out cashola 
The CAB coordinators eiplained their action by 
s~yingthattheyaresavingmoneyforaconcertinthe 
spring. Okay. They are saving money. But, (1) What 
about those who~ graduating in December, (2) 
Aren'Uhey already saving money by not having as 
many activities for Homecoming and(3) What about 
the SPRING activities and service fees?!? 
• As mentioned before, CAB has also decreased the 
number· of activities during Homecoming week. 
Why? If the students are paying for the concert, 
doesn't that save enough money? Homecoming rep-
resents one the few times thatamajorityofthe UCF 
students get together. Goods times are shared dur- · 
ing this week, so why are we cutting back? 
To bringupyetanotherpoint that could have been 
avoided withalittlemoreplanning-theconcert will 
be held in the yet UNFINISHED UCF Arena. The 
Arena does not seat even half of the student body so 
there will be quite afewJeftouteven though they may 
be willing to pay- and have already paid through 
their fees. Having the ooncertoutside would solve this 
problem, as wellashavingtwoshowson the same day. 
At least most of the students can-attend the game. · 
If CAB is going to provide a concert in the spring 
then it should do so with the funds from spring. And 
if they are going to oontinue with carrying money 
over to the next semester, then the students who 
don't profit should get a refund Or how about letting 
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. Lost voter found playwg basketball 
Brian Goercke 
NAKED EXPRESSION 
A final trip to the greatest show on earth -Politics · Revisited. Let's see why this show has become a tight-wire act for the universe and how basketball 
can cure it, after, of course, this last attempt to show the 
voters' role in the ·menacing game. 
When trying to analyze a large problem like the voting· 
populous in such a short column as mine, there's absolutely 
nothingwrongwith stereotyping the hell out of a country of 
voters to make a point. The American voters are my final 
viscous link in the evil game of politics. · 
In my stereotypical opinion, there are three classes of 
voters. Observe: 
. 1) The Stylin' Cats:This form ofbumaq voters generruly 
makes up 13 percent of the voting populous. The have been 
called many namesm the past, such as, the silent majority, 
a big vat of malaise, a bunch of miserable know-nothins 
and, again, The Stylin' Cats. These voters are known to 
watch the 5 p.m. news to catch a peep at that babe Michele 
Muro; they carry no political preconceptions or agendas; 
they weigh all issues equally before they go to the voting 
polls; and then they vote for the cutest or best dressed 
politicianrunning.An indication thattheywerenot present 
in the '88 fest. 
2)TheAgendaDaddySluts:This group, in my miserable 
opinion, is the weak link in fi?e voting populous. Unfortu-
nately, they make up about 75 percent of the the American 
·voters. The Agenda slut voters .go to the polls with their 
miserab]efamilytreeminds made up: they are goingtovote 
for whomever their daddy voted for and whose daddy's 
daddy voted for. · 
3) The Junkie Cynics: Now here's a miserable pack of 
people if you ask me. These folks mainline the issues at 6:30 
and 11:30, respectfully, and indeed become 100 percent 
bitter to the universe at these times. They are known to beg 
divine intenrention during evecy general election. 
And there you have it, in ilie cradle of milk and honey, 
the vastly rotten have inherited the · arena-the vastly 
incompetent have given them the power-and, again, rm 
taking my basketball a.i:id going home. 
Kids unaware of abo1:iJ.on implications 
. . 
· ~Oelle Subourne 
CAMPUS COMMENTARY 
I saw something that disturbed me this weekend. The scene distressed many others, I'm sure - but for different reasons. If you were driving along Colonial 
Drive westofSemoranBoulevard.on Sunday ,you saw it too 
-the sidewalks alongthe highway were lined with people 
who held signs reading "Abortion Kills Children." 
. Let me immediately state one thing: I believe these 
people had every right to be there, proudly and finn1y 
holding their posters. As an American citizen (and daily, as 
a journalist,) I support freedom of speech and expression. 
However, when someone is going to take such a visible 
stand, I believe that persori should have the opportunity to 
give full consideration to all facts and arguments involved 
in making the decision to support such ~ emotional and 
controversial cause. 
And this brings me to what troubled me so much about 
this demonstration on Sunday: among the sign-holding 
crowd lined along Colonial Drive were many children. 
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How, I wonder, can an 8-year-old boy or girl truly be 
informed enough about each side of the abortio11 issue to 
make the decision to stand on the side of a busy highway 
with a poster reading "Abortion Kills Children?' -
Can an elementary-schooler consider the psychological 
effects,ofta)Gng ahuman life, as anti-abortion activists see 
the issue? Or_can that young child understand and reason 
the other side: a woman being denied what she sees as her 
own personal choice?What about in cases of rape or·incest? 
Can a child rationalizeother personal circumstances? Fur-
thermore, can.a young child also consider all the alterna-
tives to abortion and the pros and cons of each? I don't think 
so. I also don't think young children should be supporting , 1J 
sometpmg 'they don't understand. 
I wonder how the parents justify having their children 
out there. Part of me thinks that the parents want the 
children out to drive their point home, but should children 
whohavenounderst.andingoftheissuebeusedinthisway? 
These children are entitled to voice their opinion, but in 
an issue where one of the main arguments is about choices, 
I don't think these children holding signs on th_e side of the 
road chose their opinions rationally and responsibly on 
their own at such an early age. 
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Million points of light represent fiouS~ bounCetl checks 
Roy Fuoco 
SEEING THE LIGHT 
G ood old Congress. Just .when you started to feel a little guilty of constantly ridiculing congressmen's competence and integrity, it is 
shown that they deserve every last bit of critisism 
hurled in their direction. 
As has been reported last week, members of Con-
gress routinely wrote bad checks. The General Ac-
counting Office reported that in the first six months 
of 1990, 134 House members wrote 581 bad checks 
for $1,000-or more. In one year (July 1989 - June 
1990), House members bounced 8,331 checks. And 
that is just the tip of the iceberg. The House of 
Deadbeats has also run up more than $300~000 in 
overdue restaurant bills. That's a lot of three-mar-
tini lunches. No wonder they can't do anything right . 
Now this shows one of two things - neither-of 
them good. The Gongressmen involved are either 
corrupt or incompetent. And their attitude during 
the disclosures shows that their arrogance and con-
tempt of the public is at an all time high. 
I don't believe Butler 
hif'Qd her 1 My film 
d(?a1~ histar.Y now f 
As this scandal (yes scandal, call it Rubbergate) 
shows•, the problem with the budget deficits is spend-
ing. Congress can't control themselves. They have 
gotten too used to spending money carelessly with-
out caring if the bill i~ paid or if they have the money 
to pay for it. 
But as usual, these incompetents are not blaming 
themselves. House Majority Leader Richard 
Gephardt blames his problem on one check recipient 
who waited two months to cash a check. 
Excuse me Dick, but haven't you ever heard of 
balancing your checkbook. If you wrote the check 
and then deducted it from you balance, it shouldn't 
matter when the check 'is cashed. 
Speaker of.the House Thomas Foley said he wrote 
a check without knowing that he didn't have suffi-
cient funds to cover the check. Ifhe can't recognize if 
his checking account is solvent, it's no wonder Con-
gress can't tell if a savings and loan is solvent. 
They're not the only ones. Others are complaining 
that the bahk did not tell them they were overdrawn. 
Like I said before, why don't you learn how to balance 
a checkbook. 
This personal ineptitude has serious overtones. 
For too long, Congress has thought of its position as 
one of a position of personal gain. It's not, what can 
I do for my constituents. It's more of an attitude of 
what's in it for me. 
The most galling thing about all this check bounc-
ing is the arrogance of people like Foley. Our es-
teemed House speaker does n9t want the individuals 
with the rubber checkbooks to be named. He said they 
have the same rights as the average citizen concern-
ing their banking recorcjs. · _ 
Hey listen pal, you bozos are bouncing checks and 
are not paying penalties. If Joe Sixpack bounces a 
check, he is paying penalties at the bank and at the 
place where he bounced the check. So don't go whin-
ing to me about rights. 
Don't make the mistake of calling for term limits. 
A weeding out process needs to be done but the whole 
bunch does not need to be discarded. 
What this calls for is a full disclosure of the 
offenders to see how many checks they've bounced 
for how much, and see who owes how much to the 
House dining room. The worst off enders should be 
voted out of office next N' ovember. 
After all, how can you expect them to bal~nce a $1 
trillion budget when they bounce checks in a $120,000 
budget? 
RE.SEMBL-ANCE TD EVENTS OR PERSONS PAST OR PRESENT, LIVING OR. DCAD · 
Bow DOWN 13Er=ORE THE ONE YOU -SE.RVE ~ 
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Swiss ph eromones drive women crazy and far away 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
M ost American guys are reluctant to use fragrances, on the theory that if you start wearing perfume, 
- you're heading down a slippery 
slope that will inevitably lead to rouge, 
leotards, watching "Oprah," etc. So most 
guys prefer to emit only natural male aro-
mas such as B.O. and ketchup.-
To change this attitude, the fragrance 
industry has for years been running an 
advertising campaign based on the theme . 
that a fragrance-wearing guy will need a 
fully charged cattle prod to fend off semi-
naked women. You've seen the magazine 
ads, which usually feature a guy being 
stared at by a woman whose facial expres-
sion says: "I am receiving your fragrance! 
Let's have carnal relations right here in the 
magazine!" 
The thing is, when I hear real women 
talk about what they find attractive in a 
. man, theynevermention fragrance. Women 
don't care about shallow, superficial quali-
ties. Women care about spiritual issues, 
such as: Does the man have cute buns? 
Take my research department, J udi 
Smith. I want to stress that J udi is happily 
married to her husband, Tim, a total stud muffin and 
sex wolverine. But sometimes, for research purposes, 
Judi puts photographs of male models on the office 
wall, and these photographs tend to be bun-oriented. 
So the question is, do male fragrances really attract 
women? In an effort to find out, I conducted a scientific 
test of two fragrances for men, starting with; 
GIORGIO COLOGNE FOR MEN 
I selected Giorgio because it met my stringent crite-
-rion, namely, I got a free publicity sample in the mail. 
I used the standard scientific test procedure of (1) 
sneaking up behind the males in my office, (2) firing a 
burst of cologne at their heads, and (3) sprinting off to 
a safe distance. The results were as follows: 
- The males reacted to Giorgio in exactly the same 
way that a cockroach reacts to Raid. If there had been 
a giant refrigerator nearby, they would have scurried 
"rare distilled Swiss pheromone formula" 
thatisirresistibletowomen. Ifyou wear it, 
the ad claims, "Salesgirls, dental hygien-
ists and other women will try to touch you, 
and may reach for your private parts !" 
I, persona11y, would not be thrilled ifl 
were having me teeth cleaned, with a suc-
tion hose in me mouth and drool all over 
my bib, and a dental hygienist wearing 
gloves and mask suddenly lunged for my 
personal region. Especially if she were 
holding a sharp instrument. But I fel t it 
was important to test this-product, so I 
generou?ly sent off $39 .95 of my 
newspaper's money. 
Weeks later I received a small. crusheo, 
tom, oozing brown package that looked a:s 
though it had been delivered by Edward 
Scissorhands. Inside was a leaking cheap 
plastic bottle containing a yellowish fluid 
thatyoumightmistakeforpublic-restroom 
deodorant if you didn't know that it was 
a rare distilled Swiss pheromone for-
mula. I sprayed some on myself and a 
colleague, John Dorschner; then, in a 
courageous act of journalism, we walked 
into the newsroom, despite the very real 
danger of attack by gangs of lust-crazed 
women. . 
The results were striking. We walked 
by at least two dozen women, engaged in 
- «. 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc. their norma) Work routines and the in-
d · All Rights Reserved , un er it. stant we got close, EVERY 'SINGLE ONE of these 
- Females in the vicinity of_ the Giorgio-treated women continued to engage in her normal work rou-
males definitely experienced a passionate emotion. tine. We were forced to lean close to some of them so ... 
"What is that SMELL?" is how they expressed it. Te my they could become crazed with lust. ' 
knowledge, the office staff went through the entire "Notice anything?" we said, arching our eyebrows. 
working day without a single episode of carnal rela-· ''Yuck," they said, moving away. -
tions. This is bad news f?r G~orgio, but good news for the 'That's even worse than Giorgio," announced Judi, 
· human gene pool, cons1denng the guys in my office. who refused to remain in the same room with Liquid 
I had higher hopes for the next fragrance product: Magnet. 
LIQUID MAGNET We are forced to conclude that either (1) these 
I found out about this thanks to alert reader Robert particular pheromones work only on Swiss people, or 
. T. Germaux, who sent me a mail advertisement that (2) Liquid Magnet is a scam. 
begins:· "Would you like to turn beautiful women on Maybe fragrance is not the way to women's heart 
instantly? Would you like beautiful girls to ignore you after all. Maybe we men, instead of using superficial 
face and stare at your pants?" tricks, should concentrate on becoming more sensitive 
Frankly, no, because of the ravioli stains. But any- and loving and caring. Although I personally would 
way, according to the ad, Liquid Magnet contains a recommend surgical bun augmentation. 
T f f 
t t ( I 
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GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
We have awesome pledges - Make us 
proud! How about those hillbillies? Sum-
mer Chill Out - Pepsi - Uh Huh!! Volley-
ball - Keep up those wins. Brothers -
Doing great. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
A-Team Football, Thurs. 5pm vs. I:AE ... 
"We can break their pride, but not their 
hair." Sat. Lir tailgate., Social Service: 
Walt Disney Childrens Ranch 1 Oam. Hey 
U "October 19 I I !" 
DELTAGAMMA 
Thanks to everyone for making this An-
chor Splash great! Good luck Erin as 
Aphrodite. Lir ·'s love their coaches -
thanks for anotherwinning game! Home-
coming-Lir + ATn You Know it. · 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Pledges, what's the purpose? Big bro is 
watching! Volleyball tonite Arena IBM 
Combine Sim Today 10:30 & 1 :30 Rm 
147 Japanese Production Expert 11.am 
Wed. Sell tickets!! Spkr Wed ?pm 
LAMDA CHI ALPHA 
/\.XA • AMI , get ready for the greatest 
theme Social - Gilligan's Island - Fri. 
Night. Dress the theme and have a blast 
on /\.XA Island. ONLY one week til Wa-
termelon Bust. 
PHI GAMMA DEL TA 
FIJI football is 3-0! Hey, Phi Delts, we 
came with "$"in our eyes and we cashed 
in: 34-0, Kevin & the Fab · Four-5 TD 
passes, fly Air FIJI. Bryan & Andy, get a_ 
new apt. &hitthebooks. Pledges ... you're 
doing great,'keep it up. Dave, hope you 
get better soon! Thanks to MTifor pledge 
masquerade. TIB<l> and EX Friday night 
_w,as a blast, we racked the house. 
Pl BETA PHI 
ROCK THE ARROW is here! Congrats 
Lir on a super Splash & thanx for warm-
ing up the men for us! Hope_ you're 
practicing guys. Thanx FIJI & EX! Fri . 
was tacky & fun Happy BDay DJ Hoe 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA 
Brian great job at Anchorsplash ! Thanks -
for the picnic Sun. Alin. Saturday was 
great ZfA!! PIKE I Football kickin' butt 
PIKE 2 is in 1st Place and is gonna win 
it all! TIKA/Mn #1 ! 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
The suspense is over! Big Bro/Big Sis 
Secrets are out! Congrats to everyone! 
Good luck intramural volleyball! Don't 
forget the tailgate party Sat. I See you 
there! Go KNIGHTS!! 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
Hey E's, How about that BULLFROG! 
Once again the Frog lived up to it's 
reputation. If you thought that was great, 
Well think again, Here comes R_M & 
Reggae. 24 tons of Sand, Live reggae 
band, palm trees,-Darkman, etc .. . Don't' 
miss it! SAE V-ball & 3 man B-ball 
undefeated. Congrats "FEED ME" & 
"Gooooood Lord" Hey Bob ... Are you 2 
for 2 ??? 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Lif - Splash was great! Serenade with 
Homie the Clown and Sync swim was 
memorable. Well, 3 or 4 wins out of six 
years isn't bad. Bullfrog with E~E & EX 
was a blast. Special thanks to !:AE & Sig 
Ep DJ's. Congrats Sig Ep 1 football on 
victory over EX, hang in there. fl<l>, get 
ready for Sig Ep. Senior Board is 
Wedne~day - this ti me it's for real. Every-
one wish Hoe a Happy B-Day. !:<l>E 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Hey TEKES get ready for the crazy bus 
ridewith the lovely ladies of TI<l>. Atten-
tion: Dean wants Tyson! Party was great 
with Rollins TEKES. KL & FIJI get ready 
to take Homecoming. Later. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
Founder's Day Formal Countdown: 11 
days. Girls you better get yourselves 
dates! Composite pictures are tomor-
. row: Don'tforgetyourtime. Croquet any-
one? Pike lawn party was awesome! 
ATTENTION ALLGREEKSANDGDIS: 
This is the perfect oppo.rtunity to get 
some community work do11e. You would 
be volunteering to hav<? a fun filled time. 
The activity that we are talking about is 
the THIRD AN_NUALORLANDO PIZZA 
HUT/ DIET PEPSI HOOP-IT-UP. HOOP-
IT UP is a 3 on 3 basketball festival that 
benefits the City of Orlando Parks and 
Recreation Youth Sports Program. The 
volunteer work would include doing things 
like registration, setting up and take down, 
paperwork, and monitoring the activi-
ties. The activities begin Friday evening, 
November 1, for pre-registration at 
Church Street Station. The competition 
will take place at Church Street Station 
on Saturday, November 2 and Sunday 
November 3. If you would like to volun-
teer or need more information, call Vic 
Kruppen.bacher or Marcia Bowen at 246-
2288 
CLUB INFO 
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY . 
12-1 PM STUDENT UNION. BLDG 
ROOM 211 
ROOMMATES 
Femaie NS to share w/same. All ameni-
ties $250 & 1/2 util. 327-6059 Lv. Mes-
sage 
Female room mate needed in Apt. across 
street from UCF. Private room, share 
bath. $150 security, $158 rent, 113 utili-
ties. Call 273-8744. 
Share 4 bdrm/2bath house. Conway 
area. $300 ·deposit. 249-4123 
$220/mo. for rm in apt near UCF. Pool, 
laundry. $100 dep. +rental agreement. 
Call Jim 380-8069 
MF Nonsmoker 2BD 2BA apt Alt Springs 
$250+ 1/2 util. Pool etc. 380-5967/295-
0992 
Female Roommate ro Share 3BR/2BA 
House and Ex~nses . Close to UCF. 
Phone 677-0805 before 4pm 
FOR RENT 
One Bedroom Apt. 10 min. walk to UCF 
$325/month. Call 644-4500 
212 apt 1 mi from UCF. Dishwasher,· 
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532. 
I 
Duplex for rent 2 bedroom/2bath 1/2 
mile from UCF. Has washer/dryer con-
tact 273-7 435/330-6219 
FOR SALE 
Washer/Dryer 1st $100 takes them. 
Queen Bed $3Q 
For Sale - Minolta X-700 Camera w/ 
flash & auto winder $150, Bear Com-
pound Bow $60, 50 gal Aquarium w/ 
filter, pumps, & decorations $170. Call 
Steve at 382-1557 
Mattress/Box Spring DOUBLE SIZE 
Good Condition - $20 - Sue 679-3290 
Couch/Chair Set 1yr.old $185 Ph: 677-
4355 
286 AT IBM Compatible 1 MEG RAM, 
3.5&5.25Floppies,40 MEG HD, MONO, 
$600. 679-0167 before 9pm 
LAPTOP 1 MEG RAM, (2) 3.5 Floppies, 
Modem, Backlight Display, Case, Dos 
3.3, $425. 679-0167 befor~ 9pm 
Portable CD Player (only 6wks old). Full 
features a steal at ONLY $110. Call 
•Work from Oct. ?-31st 
• 4-Hour Shifts (Mon.-Sat.) 
•Assembly Work on a Unique, Fun Prod-
uct! 11 
• Convenient Location 
•Call Maria At 647-6102 (M-F, 9-5) 
Part-time Courier Needed. Applicants 
_should be respectable, responsible, & 
have a good driving record. Transporta-
tion provided. $35-45 per day. Call Sarah 
for an interview at 678-0040. 
WANTED 
Wanted: Loving homes for playful, ador-
able kittens. Housetrained, 4 months 
old. Please call 678-1953 
Scott at before 5pm at 282-8183. Must _Tutor for Physics 1512 needed ASAP 
se~I. G,all 855-8249 Leave Name & Ph9ne # 
REPOSSESSED & IRS'FORECLQSED 
HOM ES available at below market value. 
Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S& L 
bailout properties: Call (805)682-7555 
Ext. H-6140 
AUTOS 
1986 Toyota Celica GT **Loaded** Air, 
AM/FM Stereo, PS/PB; 5-Speed Fuel-
Injected, 47,000 miles Excellent Condi-
tion in/out $6200 080 (904) 761-8681; 
Leave Message. 
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheel-
~rs , motorhomes, by FBI, IRS, DEA. · 
Available your area now. Call (805) 682-
7555 Ext. C-5868. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS NEEDS P/T PACKAGE HAN-
DLERSFROM3-7AM$7-PERHRCALL 
297-3715 
Summer Management Opportunities 
Available! Students, Earn $7000-
$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valu-
able Business Experience. Works Corps. 
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800-
443-3059. 
Part-time person needed for Tele-Mar-
keting to Healthcare Institutions. Flex-· 
ible daytime hours. Prefer Marketing 
Major or Medical Background for future 
permanent position. Send resum~ or 
letter of interest to Mr. Cejka, 4420 Met-
ric Drive, Suite A, Winter Park, FL32792 
EARN MONEY posting ad flyers oh 
campus. Call Resume House's 24-hour 
message processing line at 904-371-
6769 for a recorded message. 
LINGERIE SALES, PT/FT Positions, 
Commission on sales, Management 
Opportunity, Free Kit Call 678-9899 · 
TIM WEBBER CATERING JS NOW HIR-
MASCOT AUDITIONS Guys & Gals, 18 
yrs. and older with at least 2 yrs. exp. 
(English or Western) Pick up your appli-
cation at the Wayne Densch Sports Cen-
ter today! Fill it out and mail before Dec. 
1. Questions? Please call 898-2304 
SERVICES 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Every student 
is eligible for financial aid regardl.ess of 
grades or parents income. $19 billion 
available - Get your share. Free informa-
tion - Scholarship Sear~her5, 4310 S. 
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822 
TYPISTS 
TYPING SERVICES - Call Napcy at 
679-4006. 
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day ser'Vice available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast* Professional* Accurate 
Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429 
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51· 
Accurate I Affordable Cindy/ 365-4863 
PRO WORD PROCESSING 
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK 
Word Perfect 5.1 
Accurate 'Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck 
No Job is Too Large or Too Small 
Hot Line 407-423-8078 
Term Papers, Resumes, Done on Word 
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201 
ING! Experience preferred. Learn how 
to bartend and make great extra$$$. TERMPAPERS,Resumes,anythingyou 
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call · need typed! Everything LASER 
246-7300. PRINTED Call niE CORPORATE IM-
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! MaQy 
positions. Great benefits. Call (805)682-
7555. Ext. P-3552 
FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and 
Cruiseships. _Students also needed 
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for 
Amusement Park employmE'.nt. Call (805) 
682-7555 Ext. F-3307. 
PART-TIME JOB 
• Part-Time Positions Available for 
Enthusiastic, Hardworking Students 
Who Want to Earn Up to $7' 00/hr! ! ! 
AGE 679-7179 
Typing - Word Processing Good Rates . 
Work done on a PC Letterquality,printer. 
Barb 339-0653 
TUTORS 
LSAT GRE GMA T Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High S~res Taught 
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney, 
897-3300 or (904.)426-0400 
LSAT GMAT GAE MCAT NCLEX 
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest 
Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Expe-
rience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Edu-
cational Center 273-711-1. 
OTHER 
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring 
_ Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico, 
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices! 
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786. 
Can Sports Nutrition really provide more 
energy, strength. and stamina? You bet 




Interested in joining a league? 3 man 
teams forming. Call Dave at 658-4893 
for details. 
TRA VE;L FREE!! Sell Spring Break Trips 
to JAMAICA. CANCUN, BAHAMAS, 
MARGARITA ISLAND. Best Commis-
sions P9id! Call SUN SPLASH TOURS, 
1-800-426-7710 
LONELY•'s ·· ; 
Singles.Date Line local or across US 1-
900-n6-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs. 
SWM 22 5'8" enjoys movies, scuba div-
ing, and classic rock seeks SWF for 
friendship relationship Please write P .0. 
Box ·26695 UCF Orlando, FL or call 823-
4189. If there is no answer, leave mes-
sage. 
PERSONALS 
S.O. , Is it horrible that I totally LUST for 
your BODY? I hope not! Thanks for 
being the best thing that has ever come 
into my life. I didn't know it could be this 
INCREDIBLE! You are PERFECTION. 
Yo vivo por tu amor! Love always, B.F. 
Yoo-Hoool Mike thanks for a great time 
and that delicious Boat of Papita with 
ketchup. Let's do it again this week. 
Same place, same time, same bat-chan-
nel. Nice One! Grrrr! Alma 
Brett, Oh my lustful stud muffin! Forget 
Barbie! ·rake me to the Jonathan 
Soloman and Elon Gold Show tonite at 
the SCA at 9pm. Comedy makes my 
loins burn! Your love, Sandy 0. 
America Needs Industrial Engineers to 
improve quality of products & services , 
expand manufacturing capabilities and 
increase productivity of our workforce. 
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGI-
NEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD de-
grees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fe~nandez at 
823-2204 for more info. 
Mr. Fernandez "".ill tell you everything 
you always wanted to know about major-
ing in Industrial Engineering· - but we're 
afraid to ask! Call him for info at 823-
2204 
Happy 22n·d Birthday Jose! All that eras-
ing and thinking what to write are signs 
of old age. (Just Kidding!) Take Care , 
Guess Who. 
Peachy, quick make your move! • CC 
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The master of hypnotism invades UCF 
Tom DeLuca disillusions the mental capabilities of his audience, participants in SAC 
By Suzan Zuljani 
"We 're gonna turn on your imagina-
tion like it's never been turned on be-
fore." 
That'~ what you ~an expect to expe-
rience at one of Hypnotic Master Tom 
DeLuca' s shows. 
Two-time winner of the prestigious 
Campus Entertainer of the Year award, 
winner of countless otherentertairiment 
awards and praised by critics nation-
wide, DeLuca defies the imaginations 
of sell-out crowds with his hypnotic 
escapades. 
DeLuca performed to a usual full-
house crowd in the gym last Tuesday 
· night -and left a laughing impression. 
, His perf onnance was divided into t:htee 
portions - a very impressive mind-
reading segment, a hilarious slide show 
featuring his traveling exploits and his 
ever-popular hypnotic demonstrations, 
which have made DeLuca' s name infa-
mous in the minds of audiences who 
have had the opportunity to see him 
live. · 
DeLuca first became interested .. in 
hypnosis while he was in college. He 
saw one of those "hypnotists whose 
first name began with an adje~tive and 
who made people bock like chickens." 
Participants are led to believe that the temperature is dropping, 
causing t~em to ,huddle together to create warmth. (Photo by ~im Ferguson) 
"I decided to take this idea of hypno- and translated an alien language into 
tizingpeopleasentertainment IO levels English and funky Las Vegas dancers. 
.higher,"DeLucasaid. "The beautyofit "I normally can'tanddon 'tdance," 
is that you can see how naturally imagi- laughed hypnotic volunteer Rick 
native people are when they are1:1't re- Bollinger. "My roommate told me 
stricted by everyday life." that I dance pretty well when I'm 
DeLucabroughtoutinanypersonali- hypnotized." Most audience mem-
ties from the 10 hypnotic volunteers. He bers may remember Bollinger's fabu-
managed to turn these average college lous rendition of Michael Jackson's 
studentsintochampionshipbodybuild- "Bad." Bollinger's hypnotically in-
ers, little children, tourists on vacation, duced dance, a crotch-grabbing 
a rich-no-poor person, people who spoke Michael Jackson impersonation, re-
"I decided to take this idea 1 
. of hypnotizing people as . 
entertain_ment 10 levels 
higher. The beauty of it is 
that you can see ho~· natu-
·rally imaginative people 
are when they aren't re-
stricted by everyday life." 
-Tom DeLuca · 
sulted in a hysterical standing ovation 
and was one of the highlights of the 
show. , 
"In order to be successfully hypno-
tized, they [the volunteers] have to like 
and trust you." DeLuca said. "It doesn't 
work for everyone." 
Since DeLuca' s last CAB-sponsored 
·visit, he has been busy touring the coun-. 
try, visiting campuses and doing private 
performances for corporations like 
Metropolitan Life Insurance and Miller 
Brewing Co. 
DeLuca' s popularity also landed him 
at The Improv and the L.A. Comedy 
Magic Club where he shared stages 
with performers suGh as Jay Leno and 
Gary Shandling. 
What's in store in DeLuca's bright 
future? Plans are in store for a television 
show to be produced by HBO and 
Showtime. DeLuca. says, "The only 
thing that's holding us b~ck is that it's 
hard to make my show look real on 
TV." 
That's OK, iust tell the producers to 
dose their eyes, relax and breathe, then 
snap your fingers a few times and say, 
"On the count of five, on the count of 
five, you will give me my own TV 
show, you will give me my own TV 
show ... " 
· A couple struggles to merge their bodies as the thermostat 
After DeLuca hypnotized Brandi to forget the number six, she awakens to embar-
rassment when she could not count past five. (Photo by Jim Ferguson) . 
drops thanks to the work of DeLuca (Photo by Jim Ferguson) 
INSIDE 
• '-
_ .. .. \ 
/ 
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'The Sabal Pahn Review' es_tablished by local 
entrepeneur to provide opportunity for wTiters · 
By Bill Cushing 
There's a Catch-22 that faces all people trying to break 
into a profession. You want to prove your mettle in a field 
but can't get entry into it without prior experience. 
But, where does one go for that prior experience needed 
to begin establishing a degree of professionalism? 
For students of creative writing programs, a new pub-
lication from the Central Florida area may prove to be that 
first publishing break. 
"The Sabal Palm Review" was started in the spring of 
this year by Edgar L 'Heureux Jr. 
He is not a professional publisher but a man who has 
spent the past 15 years as a Winter Park insurance broker: 
In fact, L 'Heureux was a political science and history 
major while at Stetson University, although he did earn a 
minor in English literature. 
"I was pre-law, but the gift I had that shone the most was 
writing," he said of his college days. He was also a member 
of the university's literary magazine staff. 
However, after his graduation he became so involved in 
his career that for two decades his writing went neglected. 
Until about five years ago. 
Ironically, it was his father's advice five years ago that 
brought him back to writing after he expressed regrets that 
he had never accomplished some of those goals he had set 
for himself in college. 
But then there was another barrier. L'Heureux found 
that he was having problems getting the attention of any 
of the cu'rr~nt literary magazine editors in the country. 
"I knew ther~ weie others in the same boat as me, having 
difficulty breaking into the impregnable fortress of New 
York, so I figured the literary mag and the small press was 
the way to go," he explained. 
Thus was born "The Sabal Palm Review." 
Now with the second issue out and available, the 
publication is finding a market within Florida with strong 
ciroulation in Fort Myers, Jacksonville, Tallahassee and 
the South Florida and Central Florida areas. 
. YOU CAN NOT LOSE 
His criteria is to be demanding 
yet available. 
"It (the sabal palm) is a Florida 
tree and we want our review to be 
Florida-based, even though we '11 take 
material from other areas,"L 'Heureux 
-· said. 
In fact, the sabal palm is Florida's state tree.-
Contributors in the current ·issue, which is still avail-
able, include English professors and even a music and 
humanities professor. 
There are a number of Florida observations by poet 
Harry Poole, a product of English, Canadian and Ameri-
can cultures. 
Two noteworthy pieces of fiction are Prudy Taylor's 
"The Miracle of San Gennaro" and Elbert R. Bowen's 
"Jazz." 
Taylor's story deals with the escalating results of a 
man's feigned deafness and how his sister's intetpretation 
of the ending of his charade as a "miracle" brings the two 
closer together than they ever were. 
In "Jazz," Homer Hammond is a man who self-edu-
cateshimselfin a variety of fields while in search of some s01t 
ofattention from others. As he learns more and more, he also 
''never ce~ to be amazed at how some people with only 
mundane things to say could be centers of attention." 
Along with the short stories (one less than a page in 
length) are multiple poetry contributions and a story by 
L'Heureux. Of course, that was one of I.he reasons he 
started the magazine in the first place. 
The magazine is a "labor of love" and L'Heureux is 
investing his own time and money into the project. 
"I make all the decisions myself (concerning publica-
tion)," he said. Although he has several people who also 
read the submissions, he has the final say. "I try to publish 
things that arc not reflective of my own work." 
_ He noted that he particularly enjoys strong dialogue 
because it is an area of writing he finds he doesn't 
concentrate on. 
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED 
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD 
$25 TO $100 ................... : .................. $15 
$100 TO $150 .................................... $25 
$150 TO $250 ......... .' .......................... $50. 
$250 TO UNLIMiTED ......................... $75 
COLLEGE FOR MANY 




1 mile West of UCF 
While he invites work from anyone interested in getting 
work published, he maintains that submissions must be of 
superior quality , 
''Thisthingisintended tofostergood writing,"L'Heurex 
said. "We are in the business of publishing serious, com-
mitted writers." · 
He encourages multiple submissions. The writer re-
tains the rights to any material published. The deadline for 
the spring issue is Dec. 31, and June 30 for 1992 's fall 
issue. The periodical is: published bi-annually and sub-
scriptions are $11 for two issues or $6 for one. 
Subscriptions or submissions should be serit to: 
Sabal Palm Review 
P.O. Box 3633 
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'The Magic Flute' shakes the foundation of opera 
by Bill Cushing The story, originally written for popular 18th 
century audiences, may well be the world's first 
il~llii:l~!}:;:;·;:;:::rn ~~ ~is~;r:~~~~~o t!eaai;;~~~~~ ~~s~~e~~~~::: ;::e~~~ ~:~~~u~~~~~ r ~!~~;:s~~e~~~~~~M~ia~: ~~d~~~;~r~rma;e~~~:~:::~~~~~fo~! 
"The Magic Flute" is a fantasy-fairy tale that story and plots anq subplots. And, of course, 
even managed to incorporate Lake Eola into when plots are involved, there is treachery. 
the scenery. Like some of the best Shakespearian comedy, 
The show, which marks the beginning of "The Magic Flute" is filled with mistaken identi-
the 1991-92 season, highlighted the ties, lost heroes and even fear-filled villains. 
company's current artists-in-residence - ' Starring Brisbon as Tamino, the Greek hero 
Perry Brisbon, Melanie Satakatssanis, who becomes lovestruck by the daughter of the 
Debroah Golembiski and Grant Young - in Queen of the Night (Erin Windle, who worked 
primary roles and also served as the debut for with Swedberg in other productions while in 
the company's generai director, Robert Syracuse) and Young as Papagen.o, Tamino's 
Swedberg, as a stage director. "sidekick," th.e story is sort of a Greek-Egyptian 
The Queen reigns at Lake 
Eola. (Photo .by Charles K. Morrow) 
slaps lick. 
A standout performance was given by Sun Yu, 
the baritone playing Sarastro. 
"We had heard him in audition in New York 
city and, for Sarastro, it is important that we have 
someone who is deep and clear, so we cast him," 
said Robert Jimenez of the Orlando Opera Com-
pany: 
Another outstanding performance was given 
by local performer Biyse Ward as Monostatos, 
the "evil" henchman of Sarastro who, as it ends 
up, is really only lonely. Ward was previously 
seen in the.Orlando Civic Theatre's_productions 
of "Sweeney Todd" and "La Cage Aux Foiles." 
The orchestra, which did an ouLstandingjobin 
an absolute minimum of space, 1s being con-
ducted alternately by John Whitney of UCF's 
Department of Music and, in her ·conducting 
deb~t, Robin Jensen, the opera company's direc-
tor of education. 
The music in ''The Magic Flu.te" is a priority, 
not simply because it is a work of Mozart but 
because the story is a depiction of the power of 
music as well as romantic love. 
Remaining performances are scheduled for 
· Friday and .Saturday evening at· 8:30 p.m. 
YPONTIAC .ALL· STAR Pontiac Excitement Center 
e[J]y_ 
''. ('. 'Ii ' 
•• '1 
, l \ 
USCONCEPTSINC. 
Thurs. Oct. 1 ·1th & ·Fri. Oct. 18th 
Student Center Green. • 11 am- 3 pm 
Comedy Show featuring 
~I C H ~A. -L L 
Friday Ott. 18th • 9 pm 
Student Center Auc;titoriam 
FREE to_ students w/ VALIDA TED UCF l.D: 
Guests $4 at the door. 
General Admissio.n • Limit~d Seating 
Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT 
CENTER and check out the latest 
PONTIAC c~trs. Win tickets, T-shirts 
·and enter sweepstakes for..a chance 
to win a Trip to .. ._SPftlNG ll;J~ 
·~ 
Percentage of Proceeds to 
benefit Comic Relief 
:-.:.·:· ..... :.·:·.·._·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:· CAB :·:· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
., .. ., ............. _ UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS.ACTIVITIES BOARD 
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Oct. 10 at The 
Florida Theatre and 
Oct. 11 and 12 at 
Metropolitan Park. 
Ar tists : . 
Thursday- Great 




Friday- Eliane Elias 
with UNF Jazz En-
semble and Bob 
James. 
Saturday- Chick 
Corea Elektric Band, 
Dirty Dozen Brass 
Band, Bela Fleck and 
The Flecktones, 
Modern Jazz Quar-




Schuur with The St. 
Johns River C_ity Ban_d. 




Tu~oAv, Ocr.. 8 TERTAINMENT, INDIANFOOO,CONTESTSAND 246-2620. 
cRAFTs. $2ADULTs, $1 CHILDREN. CALL SUNDAY, Ocr. 13 
JOHNAlHON Sol.OMON & EION GOLD- (904) 546-1386. 
CoMEOIANS. 9 P.M. SCA. "PHANTOM OF lHE PARADISE" -6 :30 
''THE ZOMBIE" - THE TRIANGLE PRO- AND 9 P.M. SAC. 
DUCTION OF TIM KELL v's COMIC THRILLER 
ABOUT A SHERIFF USING VOODOO TO VlEDNESDAY,0cT.9 
TURN PEOPLE INTO ZOMBIES. LANGFORD . MONDAY, Qcr. 14 
REBECCA Tex & GREG t:vMA - 11 
A.M.-1 P.M.SC GREEN. 
''THE BloB" - 6:30 AND 9 P.M. SAC. 
THURSDAY,0cT. 10 
HOTEL, $9.50. RESERVATIONS, CALL 
324-0004. 
SATURDAY,OcT. 12 
WINTER PARK AuruMN ARr FEsnv AL-.... 
9 A.M.-5 P.M. ROl..LINS Gou.EGE. ARTS 
FRIDAY, Qcr. 11 AND CRAFTS, $10,000 IN PRIZES, ENTER-
TAINMENT AND CHILDREN'S WORKSHOPS. 
Louise DuART- 7 P.M. 8oNKERZ IN J. FREE. 
J. WHISPERS. $12.50. 
SEMINOLE INDIAN & FLORIDA PIONEER . 
12ni ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE TO lHE fESTIVAL ..:_EXHIBITS, FCOD AND ENTER-
FLORDA AUDUBON Soctrn's CooER TAINMENT. 9 A.M.-6 P.M. BREVARD CoM-
j t FOR BIRDSOFPREY-7-1 OP.M. RECEP- MUNfTYCoufGE. FREE. CALL (407) 632-'·· 
TION, DINNER AND AWARDS CEREMOOYTO 1111. -
BENEFIT BIRD OF PREY WILDLIFE REHABILI-
TATION EFFORTS. SHERATON ORLANDO 
NORTH, $30 PER PERSOO. CALL 260-
8100. 
p :. :JO --6P.M. Cox0scEOLAINDIAN 
R. i:RVA-;-l()N , ORANGE SPRIOOS. EN-
HARVAST MOON STROLL - 8-1 0: 30 
P. M. LEU BOTANICAL GARDENS. 
MOONLIGH T STROLL WITH DESS ERTS 
AND REFRES HMENTS FROM CENTRAL 
FLORIDA EATERIES. $10 PER PER -
SO N, $18.50 PER COUPLE. CALL 
"CONSTRUCTED IMAGES: NEW PHOTOG· 
RAPHV" - THROUGH Nov. 3. Also, 
''TERRY WINTERS: IN CONTEXT." .OR-
LANDO MUSEUM OF ART. ADULTS $3. 
CAll 896-4231. 
~'RUNES AND VESSELS: A CONTEMPO-
RARY ORACLE" - 9 A.M.-5 P.M. UCF 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS BUILDING. 
FREE. CALL 823-2676. 
• COMPILED BY BRIDGET CLARK 
LuncliS pecial (Mon-Sat) from $3 25 w/ eggroff & jr[ea rice 
Vinner Special (7 days a week) from $525 
ELE 
w/ wing, eggroa frid rice 
'free eggroff w/ any $10purdiase -'lJinnerOnfy 
380-1084 
!Across from 'UC'J 
Permanent Hair Removal 
• Bikini Area • Face • Eyebrow • 
• N eek • Underarm • Abdomen • 
• Breast • Arm • Leg • 
Fari Dashtaki, R.E. 
Regenc.y Square 
Casselberry, FL 3270? 
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Lynyrd Skynyrd 1991 flies high again ~ Central Florida 
Southern rock band shows evolution of music through 18 years 
by Josiah Baker 
E:~:::?t:H:::::~~:: hey weren't young and they weren't 
--=·=·:·1·--·~mmr·:<·=· glamorous, but Lynyrd Skynyrd 
ll i 1991 did last Tuesday what they've 
rm been trying to do for 14 years: a live 
concert in Florida. 
, Ever since their 1973 debut, "Pro-
nounced Leh-Nerd Sk1n-Nerd," 
Lynyrd Skynyrd_ has been known as 
the Sou them rock band. Per- _ 
fonning hits like "Free.bird," "Whis-
key Rock 'n' Roll," "Needle and 
Spoon" and-, of course, "Sweet 
Home Alabama," Skynyrd was one 
of the largest concert draws in the mid- :70s. 
Tragedy struck the band-on Oct. .20, 1977 
when their charter plane crashed en route to 
their next gig. The crash killed _lead singer 
Ronnie Van Zant as well as three other mem-
bers of the band. 
Marred by the accident and never expected 
to play aga"in, the survivi-ng band members 
went their separate ways until an experimen-
tal tribute band was formed by Johnny Van 
Zant, brother of Ronnie. The tribute · band 
played over 100 shows in 1988 and ended in 
' complete success. . . ., . 
Lynyrd Skynyrd 1991 is the resul~ of this 
rebirth. 
Billy Powell~ keyboardist, Ed King, bass-
ist, Randall Hall, guitarist, Gary Rossington, 
guitarist and John Custer (Artimus Pyle is 
out because of repeated leg injuries) make 
up the rest of the band. Rossington, by the 
way, is the only original member of Skynyrd 
in the-'91 line-up. 
Ed King played with the band 
for a two and half year stint in the 
'70s. Billy Powell, originally a 
roadie, was made into a pianist afte.r 
a transition period. 
So how is Lynyrd Skynyrd 
1991? Appearing before 4,000 spec-
tators, Skynyrd is still alive. A gray-
ing Johnny Van Zant was able to put on a 
convincing performance. He sounds very 
similar to his brother and in some songs, like 
"Saturday Night Special," you'd almost think 
i~ was Ronnie on stage. 
The band didn't rely solely on their former 
material. They started with "Smokestack 
Lightning," which instantly warmed up the 
crowd. Van Zant said (in reference to their 
recent album), "We really put our ass on the 
line for this." · 
Skynyrd did an excellent job of combin-
ing the young and the old Tuesday as they . 
played "That Smell," "Gimme' Three Steps" 
and "Sweet Home Alabama." 
In all, it was a successful night for Skynyrd. Johnny Van Zant, even though he had a 
rough start with taking his brother's place, 
has done a· more than adequate job as th.e 
voice of Skynyrd. 
Van Zant and .the new members were able to 
pull off what. many said was impossible. 
The "Freebird" is still f!ying high. 
Lynyrd Skynyrd combine years of experience.with outright 
talent in their Jatest release and concert. (Photo by Michael Delloog) 
I 5R ·I 
~ 
"Because working part-time at 
UPS .. . I don't have to. They have five-
day schedules that l·eave your weekends 
free. Work morning, noon, or night hours 
that work around your class 
schedule" And get paid holidays and 
vacations. 
"That's plenty of time to study or 
recr1arge. And I make plenty too ... 
_almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hours a day. UPS knows students 
valoe time as much as mo~ey. 
''At UPS. m·ost students work in Oper-
ations and some in Accounting, Indus-
trial Engineering , I. S. and Customer 
Service. So if you don't do weekends, d9 
contact UPS." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or morejnformation about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development .or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity- _ 
employer. 
M/F 
WOR~G FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. ,: 
:Ui; i!p11 ,,. __ \ .o· ::E~xL: I· :iv°'·;~·lrE-~R~ (5:_~1 e· iiD·· · · ·, ;u11~r~ j'\;T-1 -~r110-- ·,,1· < 
.. , . . -· ~ ... . '! ·- 1 ,1 n"'1 '=I I LJ ··UR· , 
~ ... \ '",,Ji.'( : • : t - • ' • - ', : :_ • I• • - • ,1 ~.. ;f:. .-- ' • ~ '. . : '"' -- - . . ! 
..- .... ·~ .. 
Bccau..-.e lii"c is the 
greatC!lit gift 
Would -you 
help a woman 
being raped 
by a stranger? 
I 
How about <l: 
. woman being ; 
· raped by a 
friend? 
You're at a party. _ 
There's lots of drinking 
going on. Some guys 
are having sex with a 
young woman whose 
drink they've spiked. 
You don't interfere, 
thinking it's no big deal. 
Well, the law sees it . 
differeQtly. Because if ::::, 
she's unable to give her:': 
consent to have sex, it'sWi 
~ rape. A felony. ·~ 
Punishable by prison. ;I 
:, w. 
It benefits everyone fort·, 
you to stop it from 
happening. You'll be ·:· 
keeping a woman fro 
tremendous emotional ~ , 
• if you do. And yo . ,i 
,~ld be helping your ·t~;·· 
fdends commit a crime;,;:~7 
if you don't. , . 
©1990 Rape Treatment 
Center, Santa Monica 
Hospital. 
"· "J-l f. 
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BUSCH'. Mountain Man Contest .;. 
--13eer . '!;' 
Thursday; Oct. 10th 
1st Place: $125.00 & Denim Jacket 
2nd Place: $75.00 & Satin Jacket 
3rd Place: $50.00 & Sport Shirt 
Categories: 
1. Appeara~ce & Physique 
2. Attitude & Intelligence 
·3. Survivability 
* All Contestants Win a Prornotional Package ,* 
Regi~ter Today At Wayne Densch Sports Center 




10 Teams • 3 Contestants Per Team 
Challenge Yourself 
To · 
, . - The Snake River Raft Race -
~ J • • 
Do You Have What It Tal{es To·B·e A Mountain Man? 
For Additional Information .Please Contact : 
Pete Wengert 
249-2194 
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UCF Rugby Club rolls over Florida Atlantic, 46-0 
Knights overcome bad weather in the 
second half to hold FAU scoreless 
by Jenny Duncanson 
qENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Rain could not stop the game 
and Florida Atlantic Univer-
sity could not stop the UCF 
rugby team Saturday afternoon 
on the UCF campus. 
The Knights rolled over 
Florida Atlantic, 46-0. 
"Domination," Jason Wil- ,, 
Iiams said. ''Total domination!" 
The rain keptthefansaway, 
but the attitude of the players 
was focused solely on the game. 
"The weather was right," 
Dave Martin said. 'We came to 
play and we stomped 'em!" 
was at an extrer4i e high," 
Voegele said. "Both 1the backs 
and the forwards executed their 
plays welt" 
Florida Atlantic had a 
chance to score on two penalty 
ki~ks but could not put the ball 
through the posts. 
The rain began in the sec- · 
and half and Florida Atlantic 
began to look · stronger. Sev-
eral times they pushed the ball 
deep into UCF territory, but 
the Knights would rain on their 
parade. Dave Anderson and 
Ken Smith gave strong plays 
on defense to keep Florida At-
lantic scoreless. 
Rob Gingell was the first 
Knight to score a try and after 
Matt Sherbondy kicked the 
conversion, UCFl~ad the game 
6-0. Dave Martin was right 
behind him with another ti:y 
and Sherbondy nailed another 
conversion to make it 12-0. 
In the second half Dave 
Martin, Al Wigglesworth, Rob 
Gingell andJef:fMiracle would 
all make it across the end lines. 
The final score was 46-0. 
Matt Sherbondy bulls down field with Florida Atlantic team members in hot 
pursuit during Saturday's 46-0 win for the Knight"s. (John Rivera/FUTURE) 
Rob Gingell ran across the 
end line again but got tackled 
before he could touch the ba11 
down. Joe Czachowski followed 
him across the end line and 
was able to recover for UCF 
and make the score 16-0 in the 
first 15 minute~ of the game. 
Sherbondy would be next to 
break across the end1ine, but 
the score was 
called back due 
After a short break Florida 
Atlantic's A team took on UCF's 
"Killer B's" and met with de-
feat once again. The Knights B 
team won W-0. 
Leo Richolson and Tony 
Arias scored for UCF and Jer-
emy Jones kicked a good con-
version to give Florida Atlan-
tic their second loss. 
These were the first scores 
of the season for all three men 
and they foel good about how 
. the team 
looks. 
to a penalty on "You can tell in 
the Knights. 
J o e 
Czachowski and 
Randy Voegele 
would score back 
to back to move 




that the guys are 
fired up." 
"I think my 
score was a 
perfect ex-




play was good.. 
and once they 
got the ball to 
- Andrew Sherman 
UCF Rugby Club 
The try for 
Voegele was his first of the 
season, and he gives credit to 
the quality. of playing. 
"Our intensity for the game 
me it was all 
open field." 
''The B side beating the A 
side shows that UCF is a pow-
.erful force to reckon with now 
and in the future," Craig Har-
ris said. 
"I was very impressed that 
our B team beat their A team," 
Andrew Sherman said. "We're 
ready and rearin' for state's." 
The state championships 
are in two weeks, and the team 
said Saturday's performance 
is a morale boost. 
''This is jµst the sort of mo-
mentum we need driving to-
ward 'the state champion-
ships," said club vice:.president 
Richard Germann. 
The Knights are hoping to re-
peat as state champions this sea-
son. To do this the UCFwillhave 
to pl~y the Gators. 
''Y oucan tell in recent practices 
that the guys are fired up," 
Sherman said. "Our practices 
have been so intense lately. There 
was no stopping us this weekend 
and we're ready to t.ake on our 
only loss-Florida!" 
UCF p.lays next Saturday at 
Brevard and will then play in 
the State Championships at 
Space Coast thefollowingweek-
end. 
Rugby schedule ' · 
Willie English bows in the endzone to pray following a touchdown run against Bethune-
Cookman. English has 801 yards on 120 carries this season. (Charles K. MorrowlfUTUREl 
Club captain Al Wigglesworth wrestles away from 
Florida Atlantic defenders on Saturday. (John Rivera/FUTURE) 
VOLLEYB..~L 
FROM PAGE 24 
day. 
The Gators volleyball team · 
is currently ranked 10th in the 
nation. 
The team is doing a lot to 
prepare to meet them. 
"We're gonna have high 
paced practices and make sure 
we don't take it easy," Metzcus 
said. "I don't think we're that 
nervous. I think we're really 
gonna come t~gether." 
'We're ready,'' Babb said. 
'We like challenges. Any team 
can get beat on any given day." 
''We'll do good as long as we 
have the desire to win." 
"Pers~mally I'm looking for-
ward to the match,"· Mariella 
Bonilla said. 'We can give them 
a good match." -
The UCF-F1orida game will 
be played in the UCF gym on 
October 8 and will begin at 
7:30 pm. 
KNIGHTS NOTES: 
UCF leads the Sun Belt 
Confenmr.e inthree out of the 
six team statistical categories. 
The Knights are first in hit-
ting with a .263 average. Sec-
ond in the conference is Ar-
kansas State which has a 9-4 
overall record. 
UCF is averaging 4.37 aces 
a game which is a figure that 
towers over any conference 
opponents. The team's closest 
competition is Jacksonville 
which trail considerably with 
a2.42 average. 
The final ar.ea of domina-
tion is in kills. The Lady 
Knights are avei:aging 14.90 
kills a game with Arkansas 
State averaging 13.76. 
The team's domination ex-
tends into the individual cat-
egories as well . 
The Knight's Santiago leads 
the conference in hitting and 
kills and Fill leads in aces and 
assists . 
~ ) 
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Bethune-Coor.man receiver Jeff Parker struggles to escape the arms of lineb.acker 
Rick. Hamilton during the Knight's 32-6 victory last weekend. (Charles K. MorrowiFUTURE) 
ASU 
FROM PAGE 24 
The UCF defense, led by se-
nior linebacker-Bob Spitulski, 
didn't completely stop the 
Tribe, but they did slow them 
down enough to keep the game 
in reach until UCF exploded in 
the second half. 
four, Spitulski's steal of a Roy 
Johnson pass gave UCF the 
ball at their own 22-yard line. 
Freshman fullback Charles 
Anderson then capped the 78-
yard drive with a 1 7-yard scor-
ing jaunt that gave the Knights 
light for a time, running one 
yard for a touchdown and toss-
ing a 1 7-yard scoring strike to 
B Jake Denison to give the Tribe 
an eleven-point advantage. "I was really impressed with 
our defense," defensive back 
coach David Snell said. "They 
had a good quarterback and 
quality receivers and there was 
a time when we were down 14-
3. Our guys just took it as a 
challenge and they really took 
the game out of their hands." 
a three-point lead after three ·r======================:=;-
The Indians out-gained-the 
Knights280yardsto146in the 
fast half, but the second half 
belonged to UCF with the 
Knights racking up 408 yards 
the final two quarters. 
"I knew we could move the 
ball on them," McDowell said. 
"The ~nly question was 
whether or not we could stop 
their offense." 
ARKANSAS . 
FROM PAGE 32 
Johnson emerged from the 
Arkansas State game with 16 
completions in 22 attempts and 
the starting quarterback job in 
his pocket. 
"It was going to be Hinshaw 
as the starter until last night," 
McDowell said. "Ron's earned 
his chance to play. I don't know 
ifh.e's had a better game in his 
lifetime. Our offense is gelling 
·and it's getting a little bit bet-
ter each week." 
English overcame an injured 
shoulder sustained in the first 
half to rumble for 242 yards in 
25 attempts. 207 of English's 
yards came in the second half 
of the ·game. 
English n-0w has 801 yards 
for the season on 120 carries . 
The Beautiful Choice·· 
Reach Out 
With Love·· 
• United Way 
THE HEART 
OF FL\?RIDA 
ORANGE · OSCEOLA • SEMINOLE 
After Bret Cooper's 7-yard 
reception from Ron Johnson 
brought the Knights within 
He trails UCF's all-time 
leading single ·season rusher 
Mark Giacone whoran for 1,269 
yards last season. 
The Knight's have no easy 
road to the championship with 
undefeated Samford up next 
week and an important game 
against Georgia Southern in 
Statesboro that is two weeks 
away. 
McDowell remains waFy of 
looking too far ahead when the 
immediate future poses such a 
challenge. For now the focus is 
on Samford. 
''They've played all Division 
I-AA and they are undefeated," 
McDowell said. "They're an 
outstanding football team. 
They're a real well-coached 
team and they execute real 
well. 
The team will now attempt 
qua'rters .of play. 
Ron Johnson's one-yard 
sneak gave UCF some breath-
ing room with 10 minutes to 
play. 
The fans at Indian Stadium 
gradually began pouring out of 
the stadium with the Knights 
ahead ·24-14. 
English iced the game for 
UCF on a 58-yard scoring sprint 
to recover from a slow start for 
the season in the same manner 
they recovered from Saturday 
night's first half 14-3 deficit. 
'We have a trademark now," 
McDowell said. "Our team has 
a personality in that we have 
been able to mL 'teup deficits. 
It's a characteristic of our 
team." 
"It was a big road game with 
an opposing crowd and band 
right behind our bench. That 
makes it a big win for us.' 
The two losses the Knights 
sustained this season are be-
ginning to look less and less 
despairing. J 'ames Madison 
nas remained undefeated since 
their first game loss to Divi-
sion I Virginia Tech and East 
Carolina is off to their best 
start ih nearly ten years with a 
4-1 record. 
MAJOR HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTION 
COMPANY WANTS YOU! 
Opportunity for YOU, to produce realistic and humorous 
commercials for new national televi~ion program 
11HOME VIDEO CLASSIFIEDS" 
ALLOWS ANYONE TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING ON TV 
FREE 
VIDEO COMMERCIALS OF CLASSIFIED ADS 
COMBINING 
SERIOUSNESS OF CLASSIFIED ADS 
CONVENIENCE OF GARAGE SALES 
BASICS OF FLEA MARKETS 
FUN OF SWAP MEETS 
Contact: Jackie Lamatis I HOME VIDEO CLASSIFIEDS 
9255 Sunset Blvd. I Suite 1115 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 I (213) 271-6215 
Florida State vs. Virginia Tech. 
UCF vs. Sanford 
Saturday October 12th 
VENDORS NEEDED!!! 
RICK'S STADIUM VENDING 
FREE Access & Parking at Citrus Bowl 
Pretzel Sales 10% Commission 
Call Jack - ( 40 7)351-5622 
For other stadium events call (301)843-5699 anytime 
Also Vendors Needed for the 
- UCF vs . USF October 5th 
UCF vs. Sanford October 12th 
UCF vs. Savannah State November 2nd 
Citrus Bowl Game January 1 , 1992 
Designed by Trek, the Antelope series 
offers both comfortable ,multi-purpose 
and -aggressive trail riding bikes. We 
kept an eye on value· so you can keep 
your eye on the fun. 
I# #BIKE WORKS.., 
i1s-m• . z~ 
(Formerly Bike King) 








Flag football season 
endures rainy week 
as favorites lose big 
by Harris Ahmed 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The "top spot" race in the 
Pegasus B division got a little 
tighter Monday as AW.A, FIJI 
Week three of the UCF In- and the 0-Town Phillys are 
tramural Flag Football season sti11forfirstat3-0. FIJI handed 
saw 1r lot-of--upsets, a.-lot...nL .:Phi_pelta Theta their third 
interesting match ups in the straightlo ss wit11 i:r s-c-ore of-36 
women's l~ague and a lot of 0. 
rain. FIJI quarterback Kevin 
Be~ause of Tuesday's rain, Straub threw three touchdown 
games in both the Gemini and passes and rushed another one 
Knight division matchups, in, while running· back Keith 
along with two games between Ferguson also ran in a touch-
the Sororities and Indepen- down. 
dents, were postponed and re- "Our best attribute right 
scheduled for. the final week now has been our defense," 
before the tournament. - Ferguson said. ''They've really 
·The rain during Monday's been keeping us in the game." 
action, however, didn't stop In Wednesday's Indepen-
anyone from playing. dent games, the Cheapshots 
The Black and Gold Cru- (1-1-l)celebratedtheirfirstwin 
saders have an improved of the season at the expense of 
record of2-2afterwinningtheir NBA (2-1) as they pulled off a 
"A" League gatne against Sig 13-6 win, while Air Assault (3- -
Ep I and a division win against O) lived up to their name as the 
The Mean Machine (0-3=1) on .blewawaytheRebels(l-2)bya 
Wednesday. score of 35-12. Sherwood (2-1) 
"0-qr defense really showed defeated FCA Heirborne (0-3) 
up when we needed it," said 25-13. 
Crusaders' captain. Michael "Our real challenge this sea-
Rosson. ''We ·feel really great son will come from the frater-
right now." · nities rather than the indepen-
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Alpha Kapp Psi's quarterback attempts to make a completion but falls short. His 
team fell short as well, losing 7-0 to Lambda Ki Alpha. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTURE) 
dents," said Air Assault cap-
tain Juan Diaz. 
Thursday's action was a lot 
more colorful and damp as each 
of the sororities went head-to-
head against the independents 
·of the Women's league. 
-The Dirty Dozen (3-0) re-
mained unbeaten against the 
Zetas (1-2) with a score of 25-
14, while BAD (3-0) blew away 
Tri-Delt (2-1), 35-6. Probably 
one -0£ t:he most unbelievable 
victories came from Delta 
Gamma as they handed Team 
Green their first loss of the 
season by a score of 2-0. 
Both the DG's and Team 
Green are now 2-1 on the sea-
son. Pi Phi and Don't Break My 
Nail are now 1-2 after Don't 
Break My Nail p~ll~d off their 
first win, 24:13. 
The Fraternity division saw 
some heated rivalries get even 
hotter on the field. During 
ATO I's loss to PIKE 1,13-6, at 
least 3 fights broke loose late 
in the second half. PIKE I 
impr.oved to 2-1 and ATO I fell 
to-1-2. 
SAE I (1-1-1) got on the win-
ning track as they clobbered 
TKE I (1-2), 38-0, while Kappa 
Alpha Psi (l·J-1) fell to an un-
beaten Lambda Chi I squad (2-
0-1) 7-0 when quarterback 
Ch ad Decker threw the lone 
touchdown pass late in the sec-
ond half. 
In the finale of last week's 
action, Sigma Phi Epsilon I (1-
3) shocked the Sigma Chi I 
team-(3-1). 
, r---------------~--------~--------------------~--------, 




Oct ober 1 3 · 26, 199·1 
only $9.50 per person 
available to UCF Students, Faculty, Staff & Guests. ~· 
Park Hours 1 O a.m . . · 5 p.m. 1J ~ 
Splash'' 
Tickets. Available· 
o=nly· at t:he· Kios.k: 
- .: ~ 
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Chamberlain _steps cautiously 
into promising final --season 
by Gregory Eyma 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
For UCF womens' cross-
country captain Tammy Cham-
berlain, the 1991 competitive 
season has been a time of ten-
tative steps back into training 
and racing after a difficult past 
year. 
However, this season is gi_lso 
one of high hopes for what is to 
be her closing year of collegiate · 
competition. 
style al)d single.-minded inten-
sity which have made her ex-
tremely hard to beat. 
''Tammy is a beautiful per-
son and a super athlete", said 
UCF head coach Francisco 
Castro. "She has a lot of guts 
and helps us out a great deal in 
competition despite a heavy 
academic schedule (Chamber-
lain maintains a 4.0 GPA in 
psychology) and training on her 
own." 
fort of20:24 in the 5K that day, 
Chamberlain returned two 
h.ours later to place first among 
the women in the 1-mile team 
race, posting a near personal 
best ·of 5:29. 
"I surprised myself in that 
one", Chamberlain said. "Given 
the.low training mileage I had 
been doing, I was expecting 
6:20 - 6:12 at best. 
Cross country schedule 
With a personal-best 5-kilo-
meter cross country time of 
19:26, Chamberlain has led 
the Lady Knights for two years 
with a hard-driving running 
· Those "guts" and burning 
c.ompetitiveness were on dis-
play during Chamberlain's last 
race at UCF's Threshold Run 
in September. 
Following a season-best ef-
·some positive pre:race 
encouragement from friends 
and plenty of butterflies in 
my stomach apparently 
worked." 
A distance running enthu-
siast since age 14, Chamber-
lain, now a senior, has logged 
personal best times of 5:26 (1 
mile) and 11 :44 (2 mile) since 
graduating from St. Cloud 
High School. 
Among her many goals are 
a graduate degree in psychol-
ogy and running under 19 min-
utes in the 5K 
INVITE fin_ish, led by Elizabeth McGlammery at 21 :49 and 
FROM PAGE 24 Susan Black at 21 :52. -
At the Sept. 28 FSU Invitational in Tallahassee, the 
of the Florida teams; come the State Championships UCFcrosscountryteamproducedfiveunder-28minute 
in November, we will definitely be up there in the 5-:mile performances for the first time ever, finishing 
ranks." 5th behind a fast field. 
·Tackling the hilly Gainesville course with a · USF, fielding the fastest squad 'in their history 
patient 5:20 mile, Klomp decided not to go out (undoubtedly the best team in Florida this year), pro-
with the leaders and risk possible burn-out later- duced 5 under-25 minute finishes to score a command-
on. "Last year I went out too fast," Klomp said. ing victory. 
"This year, I set a comfortable pace and moved UCF's Klomp and Fournier ran seasonal bests .of 
up as I went along. Stair training for bfl1s helped 26:32 and 26:44 respectively, barely missing the UCF 
a lot and I was feeling really good. 1' Klomp record of26:30. . 
fin ished in 27 :32, followed by Pete Fournier in Also running personal records to complete the UCF 
27:46. Eric Litman, Joe Dabate B:nd Ken Davis team standing were: Eric Litman(27:17), Marcus 
rounded out the UCF contingent for 5th place Ryan(27:21) and Joe Dabate(27:24). Finishing ahead 
despite the absence of Marcus Ryan, holder of ofUCF were USF, FSU, FIU and UM. 
UCF's 4th fastest time this year(27:21) . In the womens' race, Nicole Grappo ran through 
With the absence of lead runners Tammy Cham- nagging injury to lead the Lady Knights to a seventh 
berlain and Nicole Grappo due to illness and inj~ry, placefinishdespitetheabsenceofteamcaptainTammy 
the VCF's womens' team struggled to a 10th place . Chamberlain. 
Catcfi r1Jie .9ktion 'Witfi Our 
Student Special 
Efficiencies, 1.2: & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches •Tennis 
. C~urts • Club House • Sparkling Pool! ~ 
3650 Summer Wind Drive Ar!J 
Between Colonial & University off of SR436 . ~'\ \ v b 




M-T 9 to 5, Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4 
·FREE 
. -
Grappo's time of 20:24 was the fastest at UCF this 
season. 
As in the ·mens' race, the USF womens' con-
tingent seized a commanding lead with several 
sub-19 minute performances. Grappo was fol-
lowed by UCF runners Susan Black(21:13), 
Elizabeth McG1ammerl(21 :47), Tasha 
Bielby(21 :52) and Jean Lesniak(21 :53). 
"The team is going in the right direction," Castro 
said. "We've been practicing nine times a week and 
trying to develop a tight team. Except for the strong 
contingent from Kentucky, ·all of the teams in the 
American South Conference are about equal. UCFis 
right up there with them. 
"It should be interesting to see what happens at 
the ASU Championships next month . We're looking 
to get our top five men under 27 minutes(5 miles) 
and our top three women under 20 minutes(3.1 
miles) by November." . 
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Women's soccer team keeps rolling, 
crushes California-Santa Barbara 
Sophomore Tiffany Schreiner helped the team 
win in overtime Saturday. (John Rivera/FUTURE) 
by Harris Ahmed 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
After a rocky road trip against Hartford and the 
University ofMassachusetts, it was business as usual 
at St. Clair Field as the Lady Knights shut down 
California-Santa Barbara 5-1 under a persistent 
rainfall . 
Kelly Kochevar checked into the first half witli 
three goals with assists by senior Kelley Barnes and 
sophomores Tiffany Schreiner and Kerry Mustane. 
Freshman Dana Hoover andjunior Tina Theis also 
came through, each with an unassisted goal in the 
second half. 
The Lady Knights' performance, in coach Bill 
Barker's opinion, was nothing short of terrific. -
- "We played beautiful Wednesday," Barker said. 
'"Anytime you feel that you're playing the best team 
in the West, you've gotta be proud of their perfor-
mance. 
Saturday's game against Florida International, 
however, was a different picture. 
The Lady Knights were given a scare early in the 
first half when FIU's Lady Panthers lead the game 2-
0 at halftime. Barnes had to leave the game on a 
bruised leg. 
"Our play,ers didn't have enough respect for our . . 
game," said Barker. ''We have a tendency to stoop 




After an uncharacteristic first-half, it was clear 
that the team had to come back, and they delivered. 
Kochevar and Theis led the charge as they both 
scored a goal in the second half to force an overtime 
period. 
The game took a frightening twist in overtime 
when freshman Liz Shaw suffered a cut on her head. 
Shaw may miss a few of the remaining games this 
season. 
Both Schreiner and Karen Kopp performed hero-
ically in double overtime as the Lady Knights pulled 
off the win, 4-2. 
''We just did~'t play with the same confidence we , 
had," Schreiner said. "But it took a lot ofheart to come 
back the way we ·did." · 
.After the game was over, Barker made it clear that 
the Lady Knights must play their best in every game. 
"Sometimes you need to be scared into reality in a 
game like this," Barker said. "I think we responded 
pretty well today." 
The Lady Knights are now 6-1 on the year. 
The squad will travel up north again to face George 
Mason University on October 10 and Villanova on 
October 12. 
The men's soccer team played twice over the 
weekend against Virginia Tech and Oakland at FIT. 
The Knights lost to Virginia Tech by a score of3-1 and _ 






We're talking about 
condoms. 
And we're talking 
about AIDS. 
If you're not sharing 
needles with infected 
drug user's. ·rhere's one 
other way you can get 
A!DS. at1d that's sex. 
T Free Anytime 
Teller rM card 
T No per-check 
charge 
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English ignites Knights in second half for 31-20 win 
Johnson jousts Johnson for victory in 
Jonesboro as Knights outgain Indians 
by Dave Meadows 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
year. 
"He (English) set the all-time 
record for yards rushing in that 
It was a battle of two quar- football stadium and a lot of 
terbacks named Johnson Sat- good Division I teams have 
urday night in Jonesboro, Ar.- played there," said UCF head 
kansas. coach Gene McDowell. "No back 
In UCF's second clash with has ever run as well as Willie 
a Division I opponent this sea- did in that stadium. He's a great 
son, it was Ron vs. Roy, and . back. Willi English could play 
Ron emerged the victor with a for any school in this· country. 
final tally of 31-20. Ifhe gets his speed down, he'll 
UCF's Ron Johnson passed be a pro back." 
Senior quarterback Ron Johnson reclaimed the hotly contested starting position Sat-
urday night with 224 yards passing while completi,ng 16 of 22 passes. (File Photo1FuTUREJ 
for one touchdown and ran for Ron-John and company 
another in front of 18,200 Ar- marched from one end of 
kansas fans as the UCF Jonesboro to the other; amass-
Knights rallied from a 14-3 ing 554 offensive yards, but 
halftime deficit to defeat Ar- crucial mistakes at inoppor-
kansas State. tune moments kept them out 
Knights of ~Id return to UCF. 
football, ·revive playoff hopes 
Johnson started the game , of the end zone during the first 
in place of injured redshirt half of play. 
freshman Darrin Hinshaw and The Knights took the ba11 on 
completed 16 passes for 224 their first possession and 
yards and no interceptions. promptly moved it to the Indi-
"I know it felt great out ans'3-yardlinebuthadtosettle 
there," J ohnson said. "It's great fo r a 20-yard fi eld goal by 
when things are clicking. Be- Franco Grilla. 
by Jamie Johnson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
UCFfootball showed strong 
glimpses of regaining the form 
that led the team to the Divi-
sion I-AA semifinals Ia:st year 
as quarterback Ron Johnson 
and running back Willie En-
glish led the team to victory 
against Division I Arkansas 
State Saturday night. 
The Knights traveled to 
Jonesboro with a 2-2 record 
and tarnished playoff-hopes 
following a shocking defeat at · 
the hands of James Madison 
and an expected loss to Divi-
sion I power East Carolina. 
The.Knights have struggled 
through mistake-filled play, 
quarterback, controversy and 
inexperience at key· positions 
to hang on to their chances at 
post-season play for the second 
straight year. 
The key to attaining these 
goals is achieving a 9-2 or pos-
sibly an 8-3 re~ord this season. 
A win against either of the 
Knight's Division I opponents 
was seen as a big opportunity 
to boost UCF in the minds of 
the pollsters. 
On Saturday night, the team 
shook off mistakes, rejuvenated 
their passing game and let 
Willie English change his name 
from ''Will-he Fumble?" to ''Wil-
lie Rumble" to score a come-
back upset victory over the In-
dians. 
"Overall it's not all that big, 
it's · just another win," head 
coach Gene McDowell said. "In 
regards to this season, it's big. 
We lost two games early and 




by Gregory Eyma 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
For the UCF cross-country team and 
their head coach, Francisco Castro, 
progress has been a slow, often unrec-
ognized, yet steady and unrelenting 
process. 
Despite years of under-funding, eli-
gibility problems and a host of other 
.difficulties plaguing all of the. smaller 
teams at UCF, the distance running 
program has grown in quality and for 
the past two weeks, Castro's tiny team 
has set out to prove it. 
winning this ball game. A 9-2 
record would get u_s into the 
play-offs with no questions." 
Ron Johnson started 'for 
UCF against Arkansas State 
due to redshirt freshman 
Darrin Hinshaw's shoulder in-
jury in the first half of last 
week's victory over Bethune-
Cookman. Johnson began the 
season as the team's number 
.9De quarterback after leading 
the Knights through the play-
~ffs last season and to a semi-
final loss to the eventual na-
tional champions, Georgia 
Southern. 
This season, Johnson has 
struggled in breaking in UCF' s 
youngcorralofreceivers, which 
led the 5-foot, 11-inch quarter-
back to a spot on the bench. 
STORY continued page 20 
fore we had been killing our- "We only had the ball four 
selves with mistakes." possessions in the first half," 
Junior Willie English's 242- McDowell said. "We moved the 
yard .performance on 25 car- ball real well on the first two 
riessetanewUCFsingle-game P,ossessions, but they played 
record and also marked the hard early. They played real 
most yards gained by any back hard." 
at Indian Stadium. It was his Arkansas State quarterback 
fifth 100 plus yard rushing Roy Johnson then took the spot-
game of the season, raising his 
total output to 801 yards this ASU _continued page 20 
Inside Preview 
Volleyball team ·avenges 
first loss to South F1orida 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
''They gave up in the second game," 
Miriam Metzcus said. ''We knew we 
could take them. We felt it, and we 
Wendy Babb, a 5-10 freshman who wanted it." 
plays for the Lady Knights volleyball USF put up a strong fight in the 
team, got a wonderful birthday present third game but could never gain the 
on Wednesday night. lead and in the end it was UCF's vic-
The Women's volleyball team beat tory, 15-11 . 
the University ofSouth Florida in three Lisa Peterson and Linda Santiago 
straight games. . combined to make 3-0 kills and 23 digs. 
The last time these two teams played, Shannon Pack and Kathy Fill each 
"PC~ tngt _d.efeat .in. four _game-s. That _ s.er.ved six. aces~ _Metzcus also had a -
was also the last time UCF lost. After strong game with 11 kills and 10 digs. 
that game, the Lady Knights under- ''We had the intensity to beat them," 
went an attitude adjustment and nave Adena Morasch said. ''The 1ast game 
been on a .13-game winning streak. we lost was to them and we have been 
''We had a lack of communication working hard since then. We were ex-
last time," Wendy Babb said. "But we cited coming off the victory in the first 
have worked that out. We had an atti- game." 
After having been handily defeated 
in all three of their previous meetings 
with Florida International University 
and the University of Miami, the 
Knights, led by captain Kyle Klomp, 
produced one of their finest team ef-
forts ever to score a decisive victory 
over both of their rivals at Saturday's 
UF Invitational in Gainesville. Only 
the University of North Carolina, Troy 
State and Florida powerhouses UF and 
FSU finished ahead of Central Florida. 
UCPs Eric Litman endures the pain 
Of Competition. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE) 
tude change and because of that, a ''We wanted to win this so bad," Babb 
winning streak." said." And we wanted to win it in three." 
Monday night's match started close ''Thisisastepaheadforus,"Metzcus 
and each point was tough. UCF finally said. "They are a great team. But this is 
pulled away in the end of the first game our home gym and we weren't going to "We've been moving up slowly," 
Castro said ofhis team's progress. "But 
right now, we are competitive with all 
INVITE continued page 22 
to win 15-10. Jet them take us." 
The second game began with a close This win was essential to the morale 
score, but the Lady Knights would turn of the team as it prepares to do battle 
up the heat and burn the USF 15-9. with the University of Florida Tues-
· -- Game Stats page 20 -- -- - · - - - --------- ---· -------- ---- ·· --- ·· 
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